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Debate Ike's Position On Rights
.73atde" Rages.
On Senate Floor

want you to listen . . . Everyone
in this courtroom who is fighting
The state attempted to show
segregation is condemned to hell through testimony that the association created a car pool in order
As he attempted to continue his to sustain t h e boycott protest
speech, bailiffs hustled him off to against segregated seating rules.
the jail across the street and the protest started last Dec. 5.
locked him up.
King, a 27-year-old Baptist miler
JUST AFTER RECESS
ister, is president of the associaThe scene occurred just as the
tion.
trial was being resumed after a
Chairman of the association's
recess for lunch.
Shortly after that, testimony of transportation committee, RufuS
a bus driver who was shot at six Lee is, described operations of the
car pool, but declared:
times went into the trial record.
"It is not to kep anyone from
Drirer George Henderson said
that on the night of Dec. 6, one riding buses — it is to give transday after the boycott began, "I portation to those who don't wish
was shot at six times — the first to ride the buses."
two shots hit the bus two or three
Lewis said cars were borrowed,
feet behind me. I saw the flash, drivers were paid $4 a day and
The shots came out of a house dispatch and pickup stations were
where colored people live or from
up. He said he announced ad.
the porch of the house."
dresses of the pickup stations "at
Defense lawyers protested that several mass meetings."
Henderson's testimony was in no
He said anyone wanting a ride
way connected with the defendant, "could telephone us and if we had
the Rev. M. L. King, jr., who is facilities we could send for the
the first of 90 persons to go OD person."
trial.
He added that the telephone ayeAmong the defendants are 24 tern "operated from the alontgoms
ministers.
cry Improvement Association of.
TESTIMONY STANDS
(ices."
Circuit Court Judge Eugene W. OTHER PURPOSES
Carter overruled the defense ohLewis said the MIA had other
jection and permitted the testi- purposes besides those connected
mony to stand,
with the bus protest, such as col.
Earlier the defense had objected lecting shoes and clothing for the
ant Mr. Alexander, Clarks.
just as vigorously, but with no needy. Asked who was in charge
ville; Edwin Patton, Nashville;
more luck, to the testimony of a of that program he said, "I took
John IV. Terry, Clarksville;
Montgomery detective who tie- over that job several days ago."
William Manic r, Lebanon;
scribed his investigation of a car
F'our service station operators
pool allegedly operated by the told of opening charge accounts
Cleveland Fletcher, Clarksville
Montgomery Improvement Asso- for the MIA in January and idolsFred 1). Morris, Le bane n;
dation to help sustain the boycott. tified cancelled checki as being
Antos Burson, Memphis; AnDetective K. W. Jones was the payment for gasoline.
drew Whitico and Walter E.
Harris, I.ebanon; A. 111. Man. ninth state witness in the trial of
The checks previously •Identified
Rev. King.
tyre, Memphis.
by the association's financial sec.
Judge Carter overruled defense retary, Mrs. E. A. Dungee, were
objections in permitting the detec- signed by Rev. King as president
tive to tell of interviews he had and E. D. Nixon as treasurer.
in January with several drivers
Rev. U. J. Fields, described bp
who pulled out of a car pool pick- the prosecution as a key witness,
up station with their cars loaded said Rev. King was elected presi.
with Negro passengers.
dent of HA MIA when it was or.
One driver, Jones related, "told ganized.
us he hauled for two or three hours
Beyond that, be mostly failed to
A report, traced- to Rep. Adam a day, was getting $4 a day and remember any details of the or.
Clayton Powell (D) N. Y., stated gasoline and said the Montgomery ganization's meetings, activities Of
last week that thought is being Improvement Association paid for goals.
given by a group of Negroes it."
Conviction in the case is punish.
Similar conversations with other able by a fine ranging up to $1,000
of forming a third party.
and a jail sentence of six months.
This action is to take place, it drivers were reported,
was stated, if the Republicans
and Democrats continue to fail
to take a more•acceptable stand
on Negro rights in the South.
•••441
Rep. Powell was to confer with
•
Rep. Charles C. Diggs, jr., (I))
• -4
Mich., on the matter last week.

Legion Members Map Plans For Boys' State

WASHINGTON—(INS)—Northern Democrats and a
Republican clashed in the Senate Friday over President
Eisenhower's attitude toward the bitter dispute over racial segregation.
Two Democrats, Sens. Herbert E. Lehman of N. Y.,
and Richard L. Neuberger of Ore., I
attacked Mr. Eisenhower's c a 111 tralist" in the fight over segregafor patience and restraint on the tion. He declared:
issue, and urged immediate presi.
do not want violence. No
dential action.
serious
person advocates violence.
They were sharply rebuked by
Sen. Clifford Case (RI N.J., who It must be avoided. But the law
I call upon
defended the chief executive and must be enforced and
States,
tile
United
President
of
the
were
Democrats
charged that the
executive
branch
of the
and
the
"injecting politics" into the civil
government, to assume the rerights controversy,
sponsibility to see that the laws
YPECT HOUSE ACTION
faithfully executed."
•are
The Senate flareup came as I
Case immediately retorted that
Ouse member disclosed that the
"any suggestion" Mr. Eisenhower
Eisenhower administration m a y
is neutral in the segregation fight
unveil its civil rights proposals
is "unwarranted and unfounded."
next week.
He declared that "the Pres i(D)
Lane
Thomas
J.
Rep.
belief that the Supreme
dent's
Mass., cha.7man of a civil rights
is clear."
sub-committee, said he is certain Court must be obeyed
CHARGED
POLITICS
spokesman
Department
Justice
a
wit testify before his group Wed- When Case charged that the
nesday with the new recommend- Democrats were "injecting politics," Neuberger countered with
ations.
Lane indicated that his subcom• the assertion that it was Vice
mittee may vote out a civil rights President Richard M. Nixon who
bill on the same day although he "put this into politics" when he
noted that there are more than referred to Chief Justice E a r1
Warren as a "Republican."
80 such proposals now pending.
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D) N. 'Y., Case replied that he regarded
Said he believes the Lane group Nixon's remark in a Lincoln day
"unfor•
will approve his bill which would speech in New York as
protect all persons in exercise of Aunate" and said he believes the
Vice President "feels the same
their constitutional freedoms.
'Celler, chairman of the House way about it."
Neuberger accused the President
advo4 Aiciary commtitee, also
offering "inadequate" and "inrights
of
civil
of
establishment
1410as
reasons for rejecting
consistent"
of
reorganization
commissions and
the Justice Department to set up his proposal that a White House
conference be called on racial
a civil rights division,
problems.
'NEUTRALIST'
IKE A
The Oregon Democrat declared:
Lehman touched off the Senate
debate by questioning whether the ". ..The situation calls for action
President was trying to be "a neu• as soon as possible.

MONTGOMERY, Ala. — The 100 - year - old court
! room where the trial of the bus boycott leaders is being
held was thrown into an uproar yesterday when a white
spectator jumped to his feet and yelled:
"Ladies and gentlemen. I am the son of God and I

BOYS' STATE MEET at Tennessee State university last
week brought American Le.
gion members from all sections of the state to Nashville.
Some 30 Legion members and
workers in the Volunteer Boys'
State attended the session,
discussed overall plans, a n d
tentatively set June 10-16 as
the date for the youth confab.

Its purpose is to acquaint the
3outh with a knowledge and
understanding — through actual participation — of state
government in Tennessee.
Shown here are (I. to r.) seated: Mrs. Lula Mclnts re, Memphis; Mr. Buchanan and Dr.
Walker, Mrs. G. B. Butler,
Harry Gienger, Dr. S. 0. Bryant, Dr. W. S. Davis of Nash.

ville; Dr. Pannell; Mr. Bar.
rum, A, W. Hughes, Walter C.
Booker, and Waddell Johnson,
Memphis. Standing: Mr. Radford. Trenton; William Thorn.
as, Memphis; Arthur Barnet,
Trenton; A. L. Crawley, Nash.
yule; James IV. Coweed,
Clarksville; J. Hatch Beinkley,
Gallatin; James A. Williams,
Lewisburg; L. C. Timberlake,

Suggests Death Home Show Will End Would Start
For 9 Justices Worry About Parties Third Party

"Nine decent funerals in WashBackstage, the people setting up arrangementS for the
ington" was hinted as coming
from another source last week by Tri-State Defender's third annual Home Service and Farm
a Memphis speaker at Ellis Au- Exposition, are rigging the whole thing up so the houseditorium in referring to the members of the U. S. Supreme Court wives who drop in are bound to take home something.
and their decisions on racial segIf not one of the more than 1,500 prizes to be given
regation.
away, then certainly something in
The speaker was Pat Sutton, the way of wisdom on how best the exposition, which is being held
who ran unsuccessfully against to invest your dollars ad energies
at Club Ebony, formerly the HipSenator Estes Kefauver in 1954. in making your home the healthy, podrome, May 2, 3 and 4.
He was addressing a Citizen, happy modern place you want it
The daily sessions will be held
Council rally at the Auditorium. 1 to he.
1:30 to 4:30 and again 7:30 until
Sutton reportedly repeatedly asMrs. Jana Cox-Porter, popular 11:00 p. m.
serted that he was not speaking home economist, who will have
•••
Meanwhile, L. Alex Wilson, edias a political candidate, but some Mrs. Louise Westley, of 676 NepClarence F. Stewart, 45-year-old white Ellendarli
general
and
manager
tor
of
the
members of the audience said he tune, on stage with her to assist
Tri-State Defender and exposition
painter pleaded not guilty to a charge of attempted rapt
should be.
in demonstration on preparing director, announced the show's opof
a Negro school teacher last week and General Session..
'DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO'
foods for the family, has just
staff.
He told the audience that "Seg- come up with something that erating organizational
Judge
Jack Harris set bond at $5,000.
They are:
Whether a 37-year-old veteran Firestone employee regation is not the serious prob- sounds mighty good.
Mrs.
Mary Bond Taylor, 49, of 339 Boston, and three
THE STAFF'
gets his job back, lost after he used another worker's lem. The basic problem is con- She is going to devote special
CHATTANOOGA
—
We
were
Fullview
students,
picked Stewart
struction of the U. S. ConstituEvans L. Clement, advertising
gloves without permission. apparently now rests with ar- tion. We are at war with those sessions to hints and demonstra- director; Charles Tisdale, exposi- "treated like dogs" by bus driv- out of a line-up at county jail,
fires at the school but was sum-.
identifying him as the man who prised when
bitrators and company officials.
who would destroy the rights of tions on how to whip up different tion coordinator; William Sutton, ers.
Stewart lunged in and
your
menus
for
and
delightful
The
abuses,
Rev.
Ralph
D.
Abtried
to
rape
Mrs.
Taylor
at
Chicago, program director; Moses
grabbed her in 4'bear hug.
G. W. Clark, president of CIO Local 186 at Firestone, he states and of the citizens of party guests.
ernathy
said,
spurred
the
Negro
the school early March 2.
America. Something must be
J. Newson, publicity director; Mrs.
She said he sought to choke her
over the week end that he
Vivian Ford, administrative assist- citizen of Montgomery, Ala., to Stewart, of 4442 Broadway rd.,
done if we are to be free. But, IIARD PUSHED
Johnson,
William
molder.
as she screamed and fought tO
that
the
ing tubes to
tin erstood
boycott
the
transit
line.
was
arrested
last
Friday
morndirector,
a
n
d
exposition
Hundreds of local housewives ant to
I don't know what we can do."
The minister is a leader in the ing by Deputies Carl Smith and free herself,
a union steward, had filed a griev. BORROWS GLOVES
He said he would like to see an play hostess to their social clubs Mrs. Porttr, home economist.
ance last Friday in connection
boycott and one of the 93 citi- James Crews,
Four students heard her scream*
Defender's
first
two
home
reConstitution
every
week
and
or
other
groups
The
amendment
to
the
Mr. Ingram said he had been
with the dismissal of Edward Inand came to the scene. It was
introduced in the Congress, the many are just hard pushed to shows, with city-wide cooperation zens arrested. He addressed a PREVIOUS OFFENSE
that
when
shift
and
the
7-3
working
Charlotte.
gram of 1181.
Sheriff's Lieutenants I. V. Sow- three of these who took part in
of churches, schools and other mass meeting at the Chatttanoohe got home about 3:15 last Fri- so-called "Lost Amendment which come up with new menu ideas.
ers and John Carlisle told Judge the line-up. They picked Stewart
Mrs. Porter and Mrs. Westley groups, drew more than 25,000 en- ga %Vest Side Baptist Church.
Mr. Ingram, father of two teen- day, B. F. Yarbrough, boss of the passed both House and Senate just
Rev. Abernathy told the audi- Harris that Stewart was convict- front five other prisoners, all
age daughters and a son, James, second shift, called to see if he before the Civil war broke out." will invite you into their kitchen thusiastic homemakers to each of
ence that the Negroes because ed here on a charge of assault dressed in jail denim pants and
Sutton told the audience that the at afternoon and night sessions of the three-day sessions.
with the Air Force in Denver, wanted to replace another worker
they became weary of "being and battery involving a white blue shirts.
would have been with Firestone for on the next shift. He said he amendment read, "No amendment
pushed around" have made the woman in 1950. He was sentenced
diswas
He
Constitution
11.
the
May
to
shall
be
made
Mrs. Stewart's late husband.
this
14 years
agreed to and got back about 3:30.
boycott 75 percent effective.
to 11 months and 29 days and Russell Taylor, a former railroad
which will authorize or give to
missed Monday morning by Jake
He said Russ Rogers, first Congress power to abolish or inIf the 93 persons are convicted fined $1.000.
man and World War I veteran,
Harrold, superintendent in departshift boss, had locked his gloves terfere with any state with chimescases will be appealed. With
the
truckworked
he
Mrs. Stewart, a widow, said she died Nov. 11, 1944. She is a memwhere
136
ment
in the tool cabinet at 3 p.m. and tic institutions thereof, including
strong support, moral and finan- opened the back door to the school ber of the St. John Baptist church
that when he noticed this unlock- that of persons held to labor or
cial, the citizens are prepared the morning of the attacking ex- where she sings in the senior
ed' locker he borrowed the gloves service by the laws of said state."
for a long legal fight.
pecting the young boy who makes choir.
for the shift.
During his talk Sutton said that
He said Mr. Harrold told him he had been told "nine decent fuMOSCOW, Russia—Thousands of Russians assembled
Saturday he wanted to see him nerals in Washington, would clear
in his office on Monday at which up the trouble over desegrega- in one of the few Baptist Churches in the Soviet Union
time he advised him he was be- tion. The reference was to the
bishop of the African Methoing dismissed for violating a corn- nine Supreme Court justices who to hear an American Negro
pay policy. He said he was paid outlawed segregation in schools dist Church preach last week.
"obert Finley, 37, who was off Monday. Mr. Ingram said
More than 2,500 persons, most of whom appeared to
and in public facilities.
faI guilty of a charge of at- he averaged $70 weekly, paid $4
matron
jail
50's, wiped their eyes
their
county
in
white
be
"Armed neutrality" took an
a
tarang
union dues monthly.
ironic twist in Shelby County last
of tears as Bishop D. Ward Nich- Soviet Union and the U. S.
was denied a new trial last week
The suggested tie-in between the playground facilitIeS
ols of New York, spoke, and chordespite the pleading of his attor- NOT TOLERATED
A 60-voice choir sang Prot- week when the "peacemaker" and school-community needs got another boost in Memphis
used "amen" repeatedly and nod- esant hymns.
in an argument ended up slaying
Union officials, in' asking a lessney that race prejudice had
last week, it was announced through the Memphis Board
ded their agreement as the mesone of the disputants.
er penalty than dismissal, pointed
played a part in the case.
polpublicized
was
translated.
sage
a
well
it
is
out
that
pleadSloan
Charlie
Cottonwood
Cole,
49,
of
of Education.
Atty. Cordell Hull
icy of the plant that gambling,
Bishop NichoPs sermon marked
rd., who admitted the shooting of
ed that an appeal by the state
Seven city school playgrounds will be Improved for all.
belongings
of
taking
the first time a Negro clergyman
Cleveland Palmer, 49, also of Cotto race prejudice warranted a new fighting and
all-season recreational
weather,
the
company,
of
other
employes
or
had
spoken
in
the
Russian
Sellcapital
Perry
tonwood
rd.,
was
last
week
jailed
trial for Finley. Judge
use at an estimated cost of $51,500 It was also reported that the
are not tolerated.
Communism.
of
as
the
"fighting
peacemaker."
ers ignored his plea.
A Memphis mother has sued the
the Board disclosed.
Douglas High gym has been "subMr. Clark said the company took Memphis. Light, Gas and Water
Ile told the congregation that
Palmer was killed by a .22 caliThe attorney in his motion for
position
that
Mr.
Ingram
viostantially completed."
the
proNegroes
in
the
U.
joint
use
seS.
diffifired
schools-parks
that
"have
bullet
which
Cole
The
ber
rifle
charged
also
trial
in
Division
$50,000
damages
in
new
for
a
there
and
lated
a
company
policy
Orgill
problems
by
the
culties
and
like
other
planned
gram
was
Mississippi
former
into
his
Witnesses
body.
said
Palconnection with the death of her
lection of 12
people and are working them out
residents as prospective jurymen was no reason to deviate from the son by a former marriage.
The Department of Education of mer was arguing with Cole's niece appointed citizens committee headruling
a
usual
in
such
case.
ed by Contractor W. L. Sharpe.
Mrs. Hattie Mae McCulley filed in the spirit of Christ and broth- the 1BPOE of W has granted a over money.
was "more than a coincidence."
Mr. Clark said it was a case the suit against the company and erhood."
$1,000 scholarship to Miss AutherCole stepped In to settle it in
A full report of the Sharpe
COURT
HIGH
STATE
To
wherein Mr. Ingram should have its commissioners, charging neg- PRAISES HIGH COURT
ine Lucy who was expelled from with what he said he intended to Committee is expected at a letter
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — (AN?)
The case will be appealed to the asked the supervisor for more ligence on the part of the comThe AME bishop praised the the University of Alabama after be "an orderly manner." Palmer meeting of Board officials.
Tennessee Supremo Court Mr. gloves rather than taking it upon
James W. Thomas, 18, a self—
enrollSupreme
Court
Negro
first
pany when her son, Benjamin F. U. S.
for its de- becoming the
allegedly drew a knife and Cole
Sloan said.
The board also approved a $7,342 styled disc jockey who really
himself to borrow a pair.
Harper jr., 9, was electrocuted cision supporting equal rights for ed in the tradition-teeped institu- drew a .22 rifle from beneath a
himself talk, drew
Negroes. He stressed the spirit of tution.
Finley was found guilty by a
bed and fired as Palmer advanced appropriation for testing materials likes to hear
He said that in arbitration it is accidentally.
recorder's
court last
clemency
in
71,451
achievement
tests
which
for
assault
and
jury
of
American
Court
penalty
She
brotherhood
among
could be
charges in her bill preparpossible the
Criminal
with the knife, witnesses told depLt. George W. Lee, Elks educaweek after pleading guilty to charschool is out,
2
b 1Liicry with intent to rape. After changed from dismissal t 0 sus- ed by Attorneys Jim Galloway Churchmen, as manifested by his tion commissioner, announced the uties.
All children in grades 1-8, 12th ges of breaking into Station
ing him a new trial Judge pension with the dismissal period and Ike Clinton that on July presence in the visiting delegation scholarship.
The charge against Palmer was
10
American history sturents, WRMA and making unauthoria.
to
g
grade
Finley
of
sentenced
30,
1955,
the
churchmen
However
it
was
at
the
time.
child
walking in
going as the time off.
ers
not stated, although he had been
12th grade English students will ed recordings of his voice.
years and a day in the peniten- was not known just when the case the rear of 564 N. Third and came The bishop and other guests Lt. Lee said that "Miss Lucy jailed at press time.
Thomas has previously served
were
living
representation
of
our
In
is
the
get the tests. From this t h
contact
with
a
wire
and
conduit
introduced
by
the
president
union
waits
come
up
as
the
would
tiary.
Board will learn: How well the 60 days in city jail for the same
Attorney Sloan said he had not until it has a certain volume of pipe leading to a light meter of the Council of Evangelical Bap- conviction that no form of disof the U. S. S. R.
crimination ever can for long
Pakistan is said to be t hie stittients are doing; how well the offense, lie wa saved from anothbeen furnished a copy of the jury grievances before calling in arbi- attached to the rear of the build- tists
torture
"May
God
starve
average
world's
major producer of jute. teachers are teaching; how well er term when he told Judge Joh*
ing.
bless
today,"
he
or
men
us
and
reasonable
ters.
panel to give him a
J. L. Guthrie is industrial re- Hearing on the case is expect- said. He asked blessing also for women out of that dream of free- Cotton compriges another import- the Memphis schools compare B. Scott that he was joining On
time to study the names before
U. & Army,
with those in other cities.
ed at a date to be set.
the welfare of the people of the dom."
ant cash crop,
lation/ manager at Firestone,
selection of the jury began,

Fire Worker For Using
Another Man's Gloves

'Treated Like
Dogs'By Drivers

Second Offense For
Teacher's Attacker

Russian Tears Flow
AsAME Bishop Speaks

Hi's Jury In
Finley Trial

Twist Of Fate, Playground Program
Death For One To Get Needed Boost

Asks$50,000 For
Death Of Her Son

$1,000Award To
Autherine Lucy'

'Disc Jockey,' 18,
Held For Burglary

Lucy, Ford Win 1956 Russwurm Awards

Florida

PAHOKEE
By R. C. DURR
Morning service at Shiloh Baptist church was conducted by the
pastor, Rev. A. L. Jackson who
preached a wonderful sermon. The
WOODSTOCK
Baptist church Suday night. Rev.
new church is nearing completion.
By MARVIN CAFFEE
D. C. Crittenton is pastor.
The Five Star Gospel Singers of
Rev. B. L. Smith and members
Mr. Oscar Byard is a patient at
Pahoke
e rendered a program at
Banks
Chapel
AMEZ church Colbert Co. hospital.
of
Macedonia Baptist church, Stewworshipped with Rev. D. A. Park* • •
art. They will appear at New Bether and congregation of Weeping ALDBN
el church in Belle Glade on the
Mary AMEZ church, South HoIts,
By JIM THOMAS, Jr.
• KANSAS CITY, Mo. — (ANP)— ing for civil rights of minorit fourth Sunday at 3 p. m. and St.
y
Ala.
Bro. Matthew Alexander Jr.
Autherine Lacy of Montgoremy, groups."
James AME church of which Rev,
Leon Caffee and Mr. and Nrs. of the Mt. Hebron Baptist church
Ala.,
and
the Ford Foundation
Moses Wright, Money, Miss., Lewis Myers is pastor.
Robert E. Caffee have returned to was ordained as deacon recently.
were among 10 individuals and or- "who courageously testified
Deacon James Wilson is doing
Niagara Falls after visiting their Rev. Clyde Goudy is pastor.
in the
ganizations cited by the National Till murder case
at the risk of a fine job with his group and you
Rarents, Revrand Mrs. Lonnie CafMrs. Alice Doss and Lillye M.
Newspaper Publishers Association his life and loss
of his home." will miss a treat if you fail to
fee.
Howard left recently for N e w
last week for their contributions to
Intersta
Commer
te
ce Commis- hear them.
Mrs. Mary Brands has return- York.
American democracy.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Matthews
sion, for its ruling barring segreed to Niagara Falls after visitMiss Rosalyn J. Goudy and
The association, composed of Ne- gation of interstate passeng
have moved to 4th st. and Rarers.
ing her daughter, Rev. and Mrs. Frank Williams celebrated their
gro newspapers
in the United
The Southern School Newt, Nash- din ave. We will al miss BerLonnie Caffee, and other relatives. birthdays recently. Also Miss SaStates, madet he citations to "per- ville, Tenn., for
its reporting of nice from being on the .porch.
' Willie S. Morgan has gone back rah Scales.
sons and organizations which have progress of school integrat
Mrs. Sadie Thompson had as her
ion.
The Alden Basketball team won
to Niagara Falls after visiting his
made possible a richer conception
weeken
d guest Mr. and Mrs. Charaunt, Mrs. L. Caffee.
the game played with Dolimite
of Democratic principles and for SPECIAL CITATIONS
lie Young and their friends from
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Caffee have Junior high. Mr. Eknunn is princiSpecial citations were given to Miami.
upholding the highest traditions of
returned to Niagara Falls after pal of Alden.
two Mississippi Negroes who, Mrs. Olie Wilson
the American way of life."
had guests from
visiting their mother, Mrs. Effie
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Hill anNNPA said lost their lives defend- Ft. Laurdale. They
RUSSWURM WLNNERS
were Mrs. Manounce the marriage of their
L. Herd of West Blicton.
ing
the rights tat Negroes to vote lisa Wilson, Robert
The 1956 Russwurm award s,
L. Wilson, Mrs.
' Gleon Griffin is a patient in granddaughter Miss Martha Johnnamed for John B. Russwurm, in their home state. They are Rev. Sadie M. Butler and
Riley PorDruid City hospital.
son to Mr. Willie Byrd of Birmingpublisher of the first Negro news- George W. Lee, Belzoni, Miss., and ter, jr.
•••
ham. He is the son of Mr. and
Lamar
Smith,
Brookhaven, Miss.
paper in the United States, went
Mrs. Pauline Stokes' sons RobTUSCUMBIA
Mrs. Jackie Byrd.
Dowdal Davis, general manager ert
to:
and Andrew were home for
Mrs.
By MRS. C. A. SMITH
Annie M. Frazier of the
Autherine Lucy, Selma, Ala., of the Kansas City Call, made the the week-end.
' The funeral services for Dave Alden Junior high school faculty
announ
cement
of the awards as
"who became the first Negro stuMr. Johnnie Pryor and his guest
Warren were held Sunday at the was seriously injured when the
dent at the University of Alaba- chairman of the National Negro ,Inez, Betty and Georgia
attended
first Baptist church. Rev. M. L. car in which she was riding was
ma despite threats against her Newspaper Week committee.
the musical at St. James AME
FAM.0
SPEAKERS—These
B. Cowan, pastor. EveryWilson officiated. Survivors a r e hit by an oil truck.
and college minister, North
NNPA
headed
is
by C. C. De- church Sunday
life."
persons served as guest min.
two sisters, two brothers and other
body's Church, Lexington, Ky;
Miss Arleatha Goudy, senior of
Carolina
College, Durham;
Negro citizens of Montgomery, joie, editor and publisher of the
Mrs. Lizzie Morris and grandisters during the recent Relirelatives.
Dr. Delton L. Scudder, head
Westfield high received a $50 scholDr. James Hudson, professor
Louisia
na
Weekly,
Orleans
New
Ala.,
.
for
"their
non-viol
ent protest
son spent the week-end in West
gious Emphasis Week observ.
professor of religion and philI Rev. Q. T. Miles was the guest arship to A as M college, Normal,
of religion and philosophy and
against segregation."
Palm Beach.
ance at Florida AMAN uni.
speaker at the Mt. Carmel MB Ala. She expressed sincere gratiosophy, University of Florida,
university chaplain, A. and
Ford Foundation, for grants aidMrs. Carrie West and daughter
versity, Tallahassee. Left to
church Sunday. Rev. J. M. Cable tude to each member of club from
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Good Friday Services
-.;
Dr
Roma Gain
Slated At S. A. Owen To Keynote.
Sat., March 24, 1956

The second annual Good Friday 'J. L. Buckley, of Old Canaan,
•
service will be held in the chapel Third Word, "Woman Behold
of the S. A. Owen Junior college Thy Son", Rev. Calvin Minis, of
Prof. J. D. Springer. principal Friday, March 3, from noon un- Castalia Baptist.
'
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10-1 — Sidney Bowen
vanarrh Snipes. Leon Knox, Bolin- 10-2 — Governor Johnson.
person in the church organi- health and physical education, his.
key
jr.
A BACKWARD GLANCE —
became a college. Previously
da Johnson. Treather Tills, Ear- Natalie
of the outstanding educators
zation.
She has served as church tory and social studies, English,
ter.
Craft.
Prof.
Barbara Hall
Silas Washington.
This is a picture of a LeMoyne
LeMoyen had served Memphis
nestine -Barlow. Jim Grant, Rich- 10-4 —
who were members of the faAline Robinson. Booker clerk, president of the missionary library, music, primary, princiMr. Cerand. See anybody you
college faculty back in 1934.
ard Sanders, Joanne Alsobrook,
For years as one of the finest
culty in the early 1930's. ..
society, superintendent tif the Sun- pal's, science and in
Decrier. Alvorn Richmond,
know? Well. LeMoyne is still
Remember the "Mad Magicisecondary schools for Negroes
j Chesster Harris. Ilt•rbert Harvey, HONOR
such as President Frank
day school and is at present the vocational (home economics, ina
grand
ROLL
institution.
Some of
ans?" That was the LeMoyne
in the country. Long characDorothy Hill. Estella Louise Knox, 12-2 — I.eneva
Sweeney, Prof. E. H. Hawkins,
Memphis's most prominent citBishop, Marva teacher of the Minnie E. Galmore dustrial arts, and agriculture), and
college football team that beBeverly Yvonne Lee, Dessie Ruth
terized by a mixed taculty of
Prof. O'Brien. Miss Alma C.
modern foreign languages.
Cleveland, James Avery, Flora Memorial Bible class.
izens have their educational
came the talk of the nation
both races, LeMoyne college is
Rhodes. Roberta Stamps, Hughey Nibley,
Hanson, A. A. Branch. Juan
A meeting of the executive corns
Mrs.
Douglass
will
presented
be
roots
Theodore
there.
The
Ford
vines
are
and catapulted the Memphis
as much a part of Memphis
Cunn ing m , Climmie Rhodes,
Garcia. Dr. W. W. Gibson,
12-1 — Margaret Bland. Mattie by Mrs. Nettie J. Reeves of the mittee will take place on Thursplanted deep, and they s t ill
institution into the national
Doris Jean Cole, Christine Jack- Pearl
as the air surrounding it. No
Coach Jack Adkins. Prof. Borday evening at which time Monbear good fruit.
Bland Charlotte ('lady. Er- Emanuel Episcopal church.
spotlight almost as soon as it
doubt you will recognize many
son, Doris Ann White.
is Alexander. Dr. Hugh (dosThe women of St. John under roe D. Senter, principal, Beardsnestine Davis. Ruby Starks, Elbert
THIRD GRADE:
the leadership of Miss M. E. Boyd ley Junior high School at Knot.
Yarbrough, Clara Burton
Ann Lois Thomas. Shelia Boldand Mrs. Luettry Wade have gone silk', who is chairman, will pre.
11-2 — Sammie Fields
en, Sherry Fart, Glen Franklin,
10-1 —Geraldine Bell, Robert all out to make this the best Wom- sole.
Friday evening has been made
ltomilla Hardy. Lillian Hoak. Sher- Franklin
an's Day ever.
Mary Ann Alexander, Lindsey 10-2 — Juanita Blake, GeraldRev. A. McEwen Williams is available for teachers to attend the
cox, Doris Cole, Christint• Jack- inc Cray, Ruby Madison, Loretta pastor. The public is cordially Nat iona I I ugh school Basketball
i Tourua no•nt which is ill be in prot
son. I)oris Wh - •
Parr ish A rint aTaylor, L
Lucy
• ins ited.
. gress at the university at
Albert Crafenreed, Clinisson An- Tompkins.
that
April 15, 1956 is a very impor- come covered by the program
time.
thony Johnson, Alfred Page, Lin10-3 — Rosalind Jones, Bobbie
tant date for clergymen who de- within the two-year period cannot
da Iteloch, Marion Brewer, Judie Lee, Bobbie Pool
The Annual Meeting of t h e
sire to receive credit for their 1955 later have their earnings from shoreholder of
Lee Earle, Wilma Henderson, Pau10-4 Julia Benson
Mammoth Life 6$.forthcoming Print Dress dant
,
earnings under social security. their religious duties covered by a n d
*40
lette Hicks. Regina Johnson, Vir9-5 — Ronald Head
Accident Insurance c• o
he given Monday. April 16 at the
J. W. Eanes, district manager of the law. Those who do elect to pany's
ginia
Kilos,
Magnolia Turner Mil9-4 — Gladys Wilson, Dorothy
Home Office in Louisville,
Bungalow Inn, 583 Peebles Road,
the Memphis social security office, participate cannot later withdraw. Tuesday,
March 18.
The Educational depart merit of dred Waddell, Moshe Ward, Frei- liooper, Thelma McFarland, ElizaThe W. M. Homemakers Social with music by Rufus Thomas and
has announced.
WAIVER FORN..
Dorie Forest, Fred- beth Baker
The company's officer reported the Bethlehem Baptist church are
club met at the residence of Mrs. his orchestra.
! %""iall.
• This is the last date for filing
Those who wish to file the Waiv- satisfactory progress had been
: di
rick
Henderson. Eddie Thomas, 9-2 — Bobbie Redmond, Sadie Marie Harris, of 3197 Gilmore. last
Mrs. Sarah Marshall will be the
Form 201 (Waiver Certificate) er Certificate before filing their made during 1955 — the company sponsoring an excursion to Nash- Michael Cross, Karl Stinson, San- Fulton, Dorothy Robinson, Genthia week. 'fhe hostess
next hostess on Wednesday, march
very
made
it
ville
which is being called -The, dra Beason, J. D. Robinson. Lee
with the Director of Internal Rev- income tax return should do so closed the year with over SIX
9-I — Sarah Dean, Carolyn Con- pleasant for all who attended. 21. All members are
urged to lie
enue in order to have 1955 earn- now. Submitting the waiver form million dollars in asset,
oils Adams, Henry Boykins, An- fer. Olivia Craft.
Athens of
South."
Plans were made for the group's present.
pul,he
ings counted for social security promptly insures that 1951 earnii,(iny
Jones,
Charles Rhodes,
Robert Holloman, preident for
is ii i-leo ui-u
protection.
,
Mar:.:rett BernFard. Janice Briggs,
security. It also insures against the past six years, was selected along and see the interest iii mac,
The Waiver Certificate is ef- overlooking the waiver form at chairman of the board of director,. es and the beautiful scenery. 'tie ! thirothy Boyd, Mozella Beasley.
ket, may be had from any repre
:Loretta Henderson, Jacqueline Lefective for a taxable year only the time the tax return is filed
Others elected were: Dr. I'. 0.
if it is filed on or before the due and thus losing the right to have Sweeney, vice chairman: J. E. sent alive of the Sunday school or wis, Yvonne Robinson, Labecca
date for filing the income tax re- 1955 earnings credited.
Hankins, president; Mrs. Hilda 11. the Baptist Training Union. Adults, Stamps, Katherine Branner, Eliza
'topsoil. Annie Bell Carpenter,
port of that year. That means Copies of Form 201 (Waiver Price, vice president — secretary:
— Young people, $3.25.
chris Craelord, jr., Sandra Jo
that those ministers or members Certificate are available at the L. T. Duncan, vice president Chartered bus leaves here Saturof religious orders who want to office of the Director of Internal treasurer; Houston A. Baker, ag- day night. April 28 at It p.m.. Long, Joyce Charlotte Thompson,
begin earning their social security security office at Memphis. Infor- ency director; W. W. Butler and and returns Snnday April 29, 10 , James Thriats, Ethel Jean McFaller, Annie C. Fulton, Paul
credits in 1955 must file the certi- mational pamphlets are also avail- C. C. McHenry, assistant agen- p.m.
Spencer, Georgia Lucille Bolden,
ficate on or before April 15, 1956. able free of charge at .the social cy directors; Lawrence %V. Harris,
James Peeples is educational desecurity office.
controller. Mrs. Hilda 11. Price, partment head and Walter Elkins Sandra Confer, Evan Mae FounELECTIVE BASIS
tain, Walter \Valson, Bessie JefH.
F.
Jones
and John R. Bess is secretary. Rev. J. R. Bibbs is
' Under the 1954 Amendments to
ferson, Bobbie Threats, Ar vy
were re-elected as directors. Har- church minister.
the Social Security Act, duly orl'arks. Richard Brown, Pauline
ry
McAlpin
S.
was
elected
to
the
dained, commissioned, or licensed
Ballard, Claudette Douglass, Eubaard to fill the vacancy caused
clergymen, Christian Science
Johnson, James Richmond,
gene
by the resignation of A. D. Doss, Lead pencils are made to write
Practitioners, and members of reJonah Cruson, Mary Williams,
sr.
different
72
in
colors.
ligious orders who have not takTheresa Harris, James Young
en a vow of poverty acquire oldBaray Boykins, Bettye,Duncan and
Miss Susan& Shelton was hoste•
age and like that of self-employthe Leath Social Service club M
1 Eddis Thomas.
It's light-up time in the midst of a hectic day. It's homework time as Mr. Ottley edits a radio
ed persons but on an individual last week at the residence of Mr.
FOURTH GRADE:
Roi Ottley, who made best-seller lists with his script. lie's had articles in Collier's and Ebony,and
elective basis. This election does and Mrs. Harvey, of 411 LaClede.
Fred Henderson, Oseolar Alex- first book (New World A-Coming), recently pub- writes a column for the Chicago Tribune."Luckies
not involve the church or institu- A most delectable menu was servander, Bettye Johnson, Dorothy
hatted his fourth: The Lonely Warrior. As a for- are the beat-tasting cigarette I ever smoked.1
tion in any way, Mr. Eanes con- ed buffet style.
Hill, Sharron Biggs, Herbert Boyd, eign correspondent, he's visited 22 countries.
he says. "I'm going to stay right with them!'t
Maceo Cross, Gloria Echols, Matinued.
Plans for the installation proMcKinnie,
Maxine
Edcialyn Lee,
' These individuals have approxi- gram were discussed. Mrs. Bermately two years after 1954 or tha Harris of the Annie L. Brown
ward Plummer, Walter Taylor,
after they have $400 or more of Health club was guest on this ocThe Student Council at Merry , in placing before the student body Gloria Brown, Gloria Cole, Pare
net earnings, any part of which casion.
High School, Jackson, Tenn., un-'the advantages of extra-curricular Lee Lloyd, Verline Mazes, Erma
came from religious activities to
Mrs. Armantha Steele, of 790 La- der the direction of Miss A. L. Lee, activities in the school encouragin Williams, Wallace Henderson,
g Larry Stamps, Floyd Williams.
decide whether or not they wish tham, will be the next hostess. assisted by V. J. Gilmore is very
them to want to participate in
Amanda Taylor, Pauline Bram
to participate in the program. Mrs. Mary L. Taylor, president, proud to hold membership with the school activities.
Alberta Liggins, James Peter
Those who do not elect to be- and Mrs. Lucille Joyner, reporter. National Association
er,
of Student
The monitors are seen proudly son, Betty Sherrod, Bernard John
Councils which is sponsored by the wearing badges labeled
NASC and
National Association of Secondary members of the Student Council son, James Kincaide, Rachel
Threat, Thomas Lee, Joy Ann
School Principals.
are distinguished by thcir beau- Hayes, Nahtaniel Thomas, RichThe president of the student tiful NASC pens.
mond Ben, Ronnie Brown, Betty
council, Dorothy Hamlett, has been
Miller, Katherine Neely, Bobbie
named as one of the honor stuJean Ballard, Dorothy Collins and
dents for this year's graduating
"IT'S TOASTED"
Susie McKinney.
class.
SIXTH GRADE:
to taste better!
Other officers are: Shirley
The VIP club met at the home Juanita Robinson, Musette StinBrooks, first vice president; PrinFlemJuanita
Teague,
son,
Bennie
cie Mae Willis, second vice pres.; of Mrs• Ernest Lewis of 1412 N. mg. Mary Doris Townsend, Laura
Fred Coger, third vice pres., Kaye Decatur St., last week. The chap- Taylor Joseph Woods, Mat tie
Merry, secy.: Flossie Dupree, asst. lain, George Galloway opened the Park, Pearlie Payne, Gwendolyn
secy.; Lonnie Norman, treasurer meeting, and Mrs. Ernestine Duff, Williams, Christine Cole, Arlene
and Roy Ann Wilks, chaplain.
vice president conducted the busi- Yates, Audrey Yaes, Louella NibThe members have attempted to ness. The hostess served a deli- ley, Booker T. Henderson, Ruth
assist the faculty in student gov- cious menu.
Bates, Inez Boyd, Minnie L. Hall,
ernment by organizing a monitor
Mrs. Pinkie Simrnon, president, Willie J. Jackson, Rosemary Ivy.
system and providing some means 1367 N. Decatur, will be the next JUNIOR HIGH
of helping to curb noise in the hostess on March 24. Mrs. Rebec- Sam Alexander, Sylvia Bradschool cafeteria at lunch. T h e ca Cunningham is secretary, and shaw, Calvin Graham, Debris
Council has also been instrumental Mrs. Orilla Akines is reporter.
Holston, Ida Miller, Lutherine

TEC Meeting

Mrs.Douglass
To Speak For
St.JohnWomen

1

Ministers Should File Mammoth Life Excursion
Now On' 55 Earnings Annual Meet
Shows Growth

410

Backed By
"e n ehem

omema ers nan
Print Dress Dance

Leath Club
To Install

Merry Student Council
proud Of Membershi

"I've smoked over 100,000
Luckies, and I know—,

•

•

LUCKIES TASTE
) BETTER!"

VIP Club Meets

THE SOUTH
VS.
THE SUPREME
COURT

•

In this crucial hour of American history...LOOK
MAGAZINE gives you a sane and impartial 18-page
report on the de-segregation fight. Does the Suprire
Court's decision destroy the Constitution? What do
Negroes really want? Who will have to give hi?
LOOK MAGAZINE cuts through hysteria and confusion to give you a clear understanding of both sides
of th.. conflil. Don't miss the new issue of LOOK.

WHO'S WHO IN AMERICA lists Rol Ottley as an author and
foreign correspondent. He's also a Lucky smoker."Over the years,"
he says, "I figure I've smoked well over 100,000 Luckies! So when I

say Luckies taste better, I know what I'm talking about!" Luckiee
taste better because they're made of fine tobacco—mild, goodtasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste even better. You'll say
Lucky Strike is the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

TODAY—GET
PICTURED are the members
of the Merry High school
student council in Jackson,
Tenn. They are: left to right,
First row: Frances Jackson.
representative of 12.2; Linda
Shipp, 9-5 rep.; Kays Merry,

11-2 rep.; Dorothy Hamlett,
president; Shirley Brooks,
rep.; Flossie Dupree, 12-1
rep.: Lula M. Glenn, 10-2 rep.;
and Princie Mae Willis, 10.4
rep. Rack row, left to right:
Bobbie McKinney, 9.3 rep.;

Harold Berry, 10-1 rep.; Roy
Ann Wilks, 12-3 rep.; Fred
Coger, 9-2 rep.; Addle M. Ozi•
er, 9-1 rep.: Lonnie Norman,
11.3 rep., and James Butler,
9-1 rep. Not pictured, Mary
Catherine Morris, 10-3 rep.

LIMNS TASTE BETTER
Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!
ea:1.C*
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' TRI-STATE DEFENDER

1Rev., Mrs. Crawford
Feted At Rising Star

Sat., March 24, 1956
Sponsored By

words of appreciation were spoken by Mrs. Crawford to whom
Rev. Crawford attributed much of
his,success.
Just three years ago, Rev. Crawford started pastoring at Rising
Sun, his first church. Now he has
four and is president of the North
Education
Baptist
Mississippi
Convention which has scheduled
a $100,000 program for July 29.
Said Rev. Crawford: "God called me, Rev. W. H. Walker recommended me, Rising Sun chose me,
Mrs. Crawford is beside me, so
to all I owe some gratitude"

"Flowers While They L i v e",,son, B. B. Mosley, A. D. Dockwere given Rev. and Mrs. N. A.' ery, Mrs. L. McDonald. Flowers
Crawford the first Sunday in were presented by Misses J. McMarch at the Rising Star Baptist Donald Levern McLain and Marie
church in observance of Reverend Starks,
Crawford's third year with the FIRST CHURCH
At the closing of the program
church,
Rev. Crawford preached from
the subject "For This Cause I
Bow", the first he used when he
came to the church, during the
early service.
Visiting churches joined Rising
Star for the afternoon services.
The third annual presentation of nist.
These included New Bethel and
Soloists are Madam Florence C.
First Baptist, Mt. Olive of Mem- the cantata "The Last Seven
phis, New Betheny Hernando, all Words of Christ," by Theodore Du- McCleave, soprano; Leroy V a it
pastored by Reverend Crawford: bois, will be at Second Congrega- Johnson, tenor; Harold Corpal,
Pleasant Hill, Eudora of Hernan- tional church on Palm Sunday, baritone and Rev. Mickle, basso.
Day, jr., assistant secretary; J. J. do, also Rev. S. H. Champion and March 25, at 5:30 p.m. Rev. John
Henderson, assistant treasurer; W. his two churches, Mt. Joiner and Charles Mickle is church minis- BEARS IN CARNIVAL
BALTIMORE, Md. — The MorA. Clement, associate agency di- Brown Baptist.
ter.
rector; C. C. Spaulding, jr., counMusic will be furnished by four gan State college Bears are markRev. Champion delivered t h e
sel; N. H. Bennett, jr., assistant sermon; Rev. W. M. Houston was soloists and a 35-voice choir to ing time — with practice — until
secretary associate, and actuary. pulpit manager; Rev. R. L. Jones, be directed by guest conductor the opening of the outdoor track
John W. Whittaker, director of season, The Bears will compete
Davis Buchannan Martin, asso- master of ceremony.
ciate agency director, died Jan. Those appearing on the program the LeMoyne college choir, Mrs. in the Marine Relay carnival at
included Mr. and Mrs. Jonas John- Bobbie Blakley Jones, accompa-1Quantico, Va., April 6-7.
5, 1956.
TRADE MARK

AMERICA'S FAVORITE
MILK and ICE CREAM

ADAM KNEW EvE,H15 eeFE,ANO
SHE CONCEIVED AND Ian
cfre4 NsiD NIEL.

Easter Cantata Slated
For 2nd Congregational

North Carolina Mutual Shows
Substantial Increase In 1955

S. GovernIn keeping with the progress of ance in serving the U.
its emwith
connection
in
ment
MuCarolina
North
the industry,
tual Life Insurance Compan y, ployee welfare program.
be guest speaker at 3 p.m. Gos- Home Office, Durham, N. C., made LARGE GAIN
NEW TYLER AME
At the close of the year 1955,
Men's Day will be observed at pel Temple Male chorus will sing. substantial progress during 1955.
is The amount of Insurance in Force Total Liabilities of the company
day
the
for
Sungoal
church,
financial
The
AME
Tyler
New
the
increased from $205,472,687 to $219, amounted to $43,460,404.90, a gain
day. The princial speaker RI 3 $3,000.
will
jr.,
Wilson,
591,797, a gain of $14,119,110 of $3,401,484.23 over last year inp.m., will be the dynamic, Lt. Rev. Joseph
Union compared with a gain of $1,333,- cluding Reserve for Life Policies
Training
Baptist
renthe
be
direct
will
Music
Lee.
W.
George
803 during the year 1954. The Ad- and Contracts in the sum of $40,dered by the Trinity CME Men at 6:30 p.m.
cliwill
p.m.,
7:30
at
mitted Assets at the end of 1955 592,971.89 or a gain of $3,282,956.17
A musical
chorus. C. W. Bowen is the genobservation. totalled $49,882,183,11, a gain of over 1954. Of the Total Invested
Day
Men's
the
max
chairman.
eral
Assets of the company $13,899,985
84,130,914.03 over 1954.
The public is invited.
Worshippers at 11 am., will
29 per cent consists of mortor
METHODIST
CENTENARY
Commenting on the experiences
hear an arousing sermon on "The
gage loans. It is through this chanPower of Christian Laymen." Pre. Baby Baptismal service will of the company at the Annual Polserv- icyholders Meeting held Jan. 9, nel that the homes, farms, busIenting it will be the Rev. H. W. be held during the morning
and other real estate holdinesses.
church.
Methodist
church.
Centenary
ice at
1956, President Kennedy said that
Henning, pastor of the
ings of many of the policyholders
New Tyler's Men Chorus will fur- The pastor, Rev. D. M. Grisham, the goals for 1955 were $220 mubeen financwill preside. Rev. Grisham w ill lion Insurance in Force and $50 of the company have
lush the music,
ed.
sermon,
will
the
Jr.,
deliver
also
million in Admitted Assets. He ex' Prof. Isiah Goodrich,
At the Annual Meetings of the
at
pressed great admiration for the
'conduct the Sunday school at 9:30 The Sunday school begins
Policyholders and Directors, no
the
is
Hunt
H.
William
a.m.
agency
9:30
the
of
fine
performance
.m.
changes were made in the roster
force in achieving such a high perThe day's activities will close superintendent.
of Directors and Officers. For the
have
will
church
Laymen of the
centage of the 1955 goals.
it 7:30 p.m., with a musical and
Directors are:
year,
charge of the service at 7:30 p.m.
the reading of reports.
REINSURANCE POOL
Kennedy, jr., president;
J.
W.
BAPTIST
VE
PROGRESSI
cordial
a
' The public is extended
Extending his remarks refer- E. R. Merrick, vice presidentThe Silver Leaf club of Progres'welcome.
,
sive Baptist church is sponsoring ence was made to the fact that treasurer; Clyde Donnell, M. D
ST. JUDE BAPTIST
parti- vice president - medical director.
companies
life
160
the
among
at
Sunday,
program,
Jude
musical
St.
the
at
a
' Services begin
Reinsurance Pool G. W. Cox, Sr., vice president Baptist church, Sunday, ;i•ith con- 3 p.m. Mrs. Maggie Sharp is the cipating in the
co, ering the group insurance for agency director; D. C. Deans, ir.,
duction of Sunday school. William president.
vice president - associate agency,
Davis, the superintendent, will Conducting the Sunday school at employees of our Federal GovernA. T. Spaulding, vice
director,
is
Mutual
serA
Carolina
North
ment,
Terry.
J.
A.
be
will
a.m.
a.m.,
9
preside over it at 9:15
actuary - controllei;
president
distincThis
list.
the
pason
the
included
The assistant pastor, Rev. A. H. mon will be delivered by
secretary - office
Charles, will officiate during the tor, Rev. 0. C. Collins, during tion, together with other achieve- J. W. Goodloe,
sr., direcClement,
J.
A.
manager;
repcompany's
the
afford
a.m.
ments,
11
at
worship
The
morning
a.m.
11
at
the
morning worship
tor, Charleston, S. C.: W. H. HarNo. 1 and junior choirs will sing. The Baptist Training Union will resentatives an opportunity to dequalified un- vey, director, Columbia, S. C.; A.
Baptist Training Union under the be under the supervision of Al- fend their position as
to the E. Spears, Director, Charlotte, N.
and
in
addition
derwriters,
p.m.
6
at
Thurman
Charles
fred
Easter
Mrs.
direction of
of this life coverage with C.
The Woman's chorus will prewill be held at 6 p.m. Evening
Other officers are:
sent a musical at 8 p.m. Mrs. Mas- North Carolina Mutual, there is
Service will start at 8.
Mrs. B. A. J. Whitted, cashier.
the
that
knowing
in
satisfaction
sponsor.
the
is
sie
McFerrin
pastor.
the
is
Mosby
W.
H.
Rev.
'
assistant
treasurer; Mrs. V. G.
the
join
to
position
in
was
BAPTIST
company
MORIAH
.MT.
MARTIN TEMPLE CME
in the field of life insur- Turner, assistant treasurer; Aaron
leaders
Mt.
Moriah
the
at
Of
interest
and
Sunday
school
' It will be
be mu'
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111M111111111iiiiiiw,eiiiiiumiiiiillimmn •
' will
Rome Department Day for the Baptist church' Sunday
by the "m111111111111111111111
address
Iblartin Temple CME membership, a thought-provoking
R. W. Norsworthy.
Sunday. A panel at 3 p.m.. will I pastor, Rev.
will be heard durbe the main attraction. Members The message
worship at 11 a.m.
from different churches will parti- ing the morning
will render muchoir*
Combined
By REV. C. THOMAS PAIGE
Junior
Owen
A.
S.
cipate. The
sic.
'college will offer music for the ocKEEPING FAITH
P. J. Nelson conducts the Sun- A FAITH TO KEEP
easion.
To many of us life will amount
p.m.,
A few Sundays ago, I attended
Sunday school commences at day school at 9:30 a.m. At 6
that. We are going to be called
to
will
diNorsworthy
W.
Rev.
R.
for
Mrs.
service
appreciation
the
GoodS:30 a.m. Mrs. Anna Jean
to struggle, sacrifice, deny ourup
Union.
Training
Baptist
the
of
rect
and Mrs. R, N. Norsworthy,
be is the superintendent. A stirand be abilsed all of our
selves,
at
held
be
Evening service will
Mt. Moriah Baptist church.
ring address by the pastor, Rev.
down here. Ttie only consoldays
7:30.
always
at
L. A. Storey, will be delivered
There is something that
ation that will ever tome to us wil
Mrs. Maedelle Smith Is t h e
11 a.m.
strikes me when the word appre- rise up out ef the fact that we
is
it
me
Convening at 6 p.m., will be church reporter.
To
mentioned.
ciation is
have kept the faith. Now just
'Youth Fellowship: Regular service FIRST BAPTIST CHELSEA
one of the most neglected words where is this faith? The young
was
observed
Day
Annual Men's
Will be held at 7:30 p.m.
of the English language. We live married couple sends its older
• Mrs. Geraldine Sims is t h e at the First Baptist Chelsea n a d ay when people take too children to church that they
church, recently. Rev. W. C. many things for granted. The en'church reporter.
indoctrinated with the
Holmes of Beaulah Baptist church tire program to me was soul- might be
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
of
Jesus, men who have
principles
Bethlehem's congregation w 11 I delivered the Men's Day address. touching. It evidenced a careful
labored all the week encounteriag
hold regular services Sunday. B. The Southern Male Chorus of and prayful preparation by a 11 hardships known but to themH. Holman supervises the Sunday Memphis rendered the musi c. concerned.
selves, women who have been try'school at 9:30 a.m. A sermon will Mose Lewis, jr., the chairman exThe high point of the afternoon ing to rear families only to see
be delivered during the worship presses appreciation for the splen- service was the sermon. This was
to church like
did cooperation of the members delivered by Rev. Jasper W. Wil- one fall short, come
at 11 a.m.
nest for food-spirita
in
birds
little
Baptist Training Union starts at and visitors.
liams, pastor of the Lane Avenue ual food that will enable them to
11:30 p.m, James Peoples will Sunday at the house of rever- Baptist church. Never before had
go forth into a world of uncerdirect it. There will be a sermon ence, annual Sunrise Service will Rev. Williams — according to my
with a new faith
Miss
\Villa
McWilliams thinking, — measured up so mas- tainties armed
' be held.
at 8 p.m.
hope.
and
Rev, J. R. Bibbs is the minister, will be the speaker. The Patter- terfully to the occasion, He used
When we say that we have kept
son Singers will furnish the mu- as his theme the latter section of
COLUMBUS BAPTIST
faith, we mean that we have
the
the
is
Robinson
Shirley
sic.Miss
fourth
the seventh verse of the
The No. 1 choir of Columbus I
as nearly as it is humanly
tried
Baptist church is presenting its in- Program chairman. The general chapter of secend Timothy, "1 possible to stimulate them to carchairman
The
general
chairman.
Faith."
The
3
at
Kept
Have
stallation program, Sunday,
ry on. When we say that we have
p.m. The guest church and pastor is Miss Cornelius Sanders. The THE GREATER REWARD .
the faith, we have given them
kept
will be Pearly Gates Baptist: Rev. service begins at 6 a.m.
the money and presents that enough light to find their way in
All
The pastor, Rev. Van J. Malone,
W. C. Jackson, Rev. Jackson will
were given to the pastor and his darkness of doubt, fear, and trouspeak. Pearly Gates' choirs and will deliver a sermon at 11 a.m. wife could not have been as re- ble and enough heat to keep
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warding as the deep sentiment of warm in the presence of worldly
Sunday school opens at 9:30 Union convenes,
sermon. Within them, both of coolness to all that is right. When
his
Evening worship will be held at
a.m. Divine worship is scheduled
them knew that after ten years we say that we have kept the
for 11:30 a.m. Rev. A. E. Camp- -:'n•
struggles, sacrifices, disap- faith we mean that we have spar/11iss Janet Lewis is the church of.
bell, the pastor, will bring t h e
pomtments, and hardships, they
- ed no pains in the interest of othr oor'Pr.
message.
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A day of regular worship corns I churches will take part. An enbe able to get too much money faith," we could say in the words
prises St. James ANIE's agenda joy able program is anticipated.
the services he rendered. He of the famous Negro Spiritual "0
for
Sam Marshall will conduct the
for Sunday. Beginning at 915 a.m.
only have to look at the Lord, I Have Done What You Told
would
,
William Jackson will conduct the Sunday school at 9:30 a.m. The warped lives he has straightened Me To Do." Maybe our grandparI
Sunday school, An inspiring ser- morning service will begin at 11
out, the crooked minds he had giv- ents did not express in the best
mon by the pastor, Rev. H. Mc- a.m. Rev. W. R. Edwards will ofdirection, the disinherited he of terms as many of us would
en
Donald Nelson, will be heard dur- ficiate. Baptist Training Union is
had been able to reclaim an d say today but they took up the
ing the 11 a.m., service. Combin- scheduled for 6 p.m.
Pauline strains and in their way
find his reward.
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ed choirs of the church will sing.
said, "I've kept the faith."
Mrs. Dora Whitson will be in cal at 7:30 p.m.
general
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sissippi Blvd., invites
charge of the ACE League at 6 MT. NEBO BAPTIST
Mt. Nebo will visit with St. Mat- public to a play entitled "The Trip.m. Devotion and a sermon will
thew Baptist church, Sunday, in al of Everyman," Sunday. It starts
be held at 7:30 p.m.
free
Mrs. Thelma McKissic is the celebration of the opening of its at 5:30 p.m. Admission is
list.
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Rev.
Roy
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pasLove,
church reporter.
Rev. J. A. McDaniel is the min- I
tor of Mt. Nebo, will deliver the
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
Celebrating its Annual Men's address. Mt. Nebo's ushers a n d ister.
Day, Sunday, the St. Stephen Bap- choirs will serve. Rev. H. H. Har- SMOTHER CHAPEL CME
PRAIRIE VIEW — The Scho:]
It will be a regular day of wortist church has planned a memor- per is the host pastor.
Harry Joyner will supervise the ship for the congregation of Smoth- of Agriculture and Experiment
able day of spiritual enlightment.
Sub-station No. 18 at Prairie View
The men of the church will be in Sunday school at 9:25 a.m. During er Chapel CME church, Sunday. A
and M college will host the dithe
the
morning
a.m.,
the
service,
pastor
Beginning at 9:30
charge of every phase of it.
rectors of experiment stations and
Sunday school will be conducted. I
For the 11 a.m., worship, the will preside.
The Baptist Training Union will Services at the 11 a.m.. hour will services foam 13 states and Puerto
pastor, Rev. 0. C. Criven. will
held at 5:30 p.m. H. L. Hunt- he enhanced by a well-planned Rico on April 13.
he
speak on the timely subject "DocThe visitors will tour thelexpertrine of Man." St. Stephens male ti is the director. There will be sermon to be delivered by the pasimental projects now under way
la sermon at 7 p.m.
tor, Rev. J. J. Griffin,
chorus will furnish the music.
of agriculture.
Youth Fellowship commences at in various phases
The Sunday School will be con- I The public is invited to attend
doa.,-is
J.
acting
C.
Williams,
all
at
services
the
Mt. Nebo Bap- 6:30 p.m. Devotion and a sermon
ducted by Dr. F. L. Stephen at
of the committee whfElf
tist church.
will be held at 7:30 p.m.
9:15 a.m.
• will make arrangements for the
Miss W. Finley is the church
A Nashville, Tenn., minister, BETHEL PRESBYTERIAN
tour.
The
Men's
Club
of
the
Bethel reporter.
Rev. Kelly Miller Smith of the
First Baptist church there. will Presbyieriarrschurch of 1060 Mis- BETHEL AME
Bethel AME church observed its
62nd Anniversary last Sunday.
Mrs. Evelyn McRae and Miss
Bennie Brown were chairmen.
Prof. W. E. Scott will begin ser- TALLAHASS5E — Dr. George
vices, Sunday, with conduction of ' W. Gore, jr., president of Florida
Sunday school at 9:30 a.m. The A and M university, is scheduled
morning worship will be held at to deliver the principal address be11 a.m. he pastor, Rev. Roberti fore the Mississippi Teachers Association during its annual stateMcRae, will officiate.
The ACE League sill be under wide meeting in Jackson on Frithe supervision of Thomas Powell day, March 23.
Ile is a former president of the
at 6:30 p.m.
Esening sera ice begins at 7:30. American Teachers Association
Jobe Walker is the church re- and a former vice-president of the
National Education Association.
porter.
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EASTER HATS
BY

FRANCES

3 SO. MAIN AT MADISON

Yes Madame,
With Spring in the air and a
sang of thanksgiving in your
heart — why not treat yourself
and your family to a baking
spree? It is so easy with your
sack of Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour always on h a n d.
With Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour a cake is light, delicious,
tender and so easy to bake.
Rolls and pies are fun and easy
too. Put the pie in your frgezer
to bake at a later date. Let the
cake and rolls have a dinner
date with Dad and the small
fry.
'STRAWBERRY DESSERT
2'2 cup Jack Sprat enriched
flour
1 2-3 cup sugar
2-3 cup butter or shortening
1 tsp. salt

1 1.4 cup milk
3's tsp. baking powder
3 eggs
1 tsp. vanilla
Sift together dry ingredients
cream butter and shortening in
bowl until light. Add flour and
milk alternately. Beat vigorously for 2 minutes, add eggs and
vanilla. Beat as before for 2
minutes. Pour into two 9-inch
pans that have been greased
and lined with wax paper. Bake
in oven 350°F for 15 minutes.
STRAWBERRY CREAM
FILLING
2 cups milk
!2 cuji sugar
teaspoon salt
cup Corn starch
2 eggs, separated
1-3 cup sliced strawberries
Combine 11 2 cups of milk.

cup of the sugar and the salt
and scald by bringing just to a
boil. Blend the remaining Li cup
01111101041tosiee,
cold milk, and the corn starch
and stir into the scalded milk
mixture. Cook until mixture
boils and thickens, stirring con- 1.
stantly. Cool to lukewarm. Beat
egg whites until fluffy, add remaining 1-4 cup of sugar and
beat until stiff. Fold thoroughly
into cream filling. Cool
thoroughly and fold in sliced
berries when ready to spread.
Spread thickly between layers
of cake. Sprinkle with granulated sugar. Serve with strawberry sauce or fresh strawberry ice cream. Try it! Jack
,
Sprat enriched flour makes
such good cakes.
JANA C. PORTER

;.

Bye for now,
Jana Porter

YOUR CHURCH CAN BENEFIT
FROM GROUP SAVING OF VALUABLE

QUALITY STAMPS!
IT PAYS OFF WHEN YOU

POOL ALL OF YOUR
QUALITY STAMP BOOKS
FOR YOUR CHURCH!
DOES YOUR CHURCH NEED-

An ORGAN or PIANO?

DOES YOUR

GttoUP NEM

CASH for Projects?

WHATEVER YOUR NEED, THE GROUP SAVING OF QUALITY STAMPS WILL HELP!

HOW THE CLUB PLAN WORKS
THE QUALITY STAMP CO. AND THE FIRMS WHO GIVE QUALITY
STAMPS, hove special arrangements for groups of stamp sayers, such as
PTA, RELIGIOUS CLUBS AND GROUPS, LADIES AUXILIARIES, MEN'S
CLUBS, etc. We can supply LARGE SPECIAL ORDERS for playground
equipment, electric organs, station wagons, etc., or cash monies for
treasuries ... when members pool their books and turn in 500 or more
books at one time . .. a marvelous opportunity for your organization/
Contact the Quality Stomp Co., 216 South Cleveland (Bomoh Center) for
details and information.
Concentrate Your Buying with the Firms Who Give Quality Stamps!

ROSE BUD KINDERGARTEN PRESENTS EXCELLENT SHOW ON BIG STAR BROADCAST

Miss. Teachers To
Hear Dr. G. N. Gore

THIS HAPPY group of boys and girls was presented to the vast
Mid-South audience on the listenahle Big Star talent show which
goea on the air every Saturday morning at 11:30 over 50,000
watt facilities of station WD14. Reading left to right, first row•
these boys and girls are Naomi Williams, William Harris, Ruth
Ramada, Mary Randle, and Ann E. Booker. Second row: Nato•
lyn Williams, Deloria 1%hite, Rita Baptist, Ysonne Tucker. and
rim -Walter Kelly. James Hases, Dar.
Carol Jean Cole.

line McKnight, William Bunton and Larry Cole. Fourth rowMatthews McNeal, John White, Joseph Holmes. James Hayes,
and Yvonne White. Fifth row-Gloria Stamps, Mrs. B. Williams,
Mrs. L. Williams and Yvonne Preston. If you have a group of
any kind who would enjoy being presented on this popular
radio show. just contact WDIA and ask for the Big Star talent
Show. Audition try•euta are held every week. Special considthat the entire program can be
erations are given to groups
devoted to performances such as the one pictured above.
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TOMMY C. SMITH

PAUL BUTLER

JESSE W. KENT

I aur Complete Training
At Lackland AF -Base
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r. Howard
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:ade,1 a bound booklet cont ainins
the r.atnes of all persons who have
•:ra.!••aled since 19:18; a plaque,
and tiomerotts greetings.
------ ----Bra:Ile is (IOW used In IS las
•e.. sere ,n.: 7 "041.000 sigh'lesa
persons.

BUY
YOUR EASTER
CLOTHES FOR
THE ENTIRE
FAMILY
ON OUR

CONVEN
BUDGET '"\.
PLAN
E-Z TERMS

t

Home Ec Group To Hear
Dr. Crump At Tennessee

<hurch Club
To Give Tea

Jolly Twenty

Personnel Club
Gets 1st Negro

human relations in business.

light To Keep Race Ban
At University Of Florida

Daytona Beach. declaring:

So Easy To LOVE
ESTER FASHIONS
MEN'S SUITS
$3975
SPORT COATS
SLACKS
$891
LADIES DRESSES
$495
& UP
• LADIES SUITS
$191,5
LADIES DUSTERS
$795
UP

COMPLETE
CHILDREN'S
DEPARTMENT
FREE EASTER BASKET
WITH PURCHASE
OF CHILDREN'S
SHOE'

EASY CREDIT

THE PALACE CLOTHING CO.
214-216 South Main

Warren, who Is entered in the
state's gubernatorial race, ma d e
the charges in a telegram to the
state board of control, policymaking body for state-supported
schools.
Warren said the alleged beatings
"would seem to legally and morally" bar Hawkins from gaining
admission to the University of
Florida's law school.
Hawkins, who is public relations
director at Bethune-Cookman college in Daytona Beach, stated:
"It is regrsttable that a man
VIRGIL HAWKINS
who has been so greatly honored
by this state as has Ex-Govern- der his control."
or Fuller Warren should be capeHe said Hawkins allegedly subI ble of descending to such depths jected the students to "cruel and
1 as to falsely assail one of the unusual punishment in the form
state's humblest citizens."
of brutal beatings."
Warren said he has had an inWarren, who was governor from
vestigation made which "reveals 1948-1952, said the alleged beatings
that Virgil Hawkins, while a teach- were "in violation of the constituer In the public school at Yalhala, tional rights- of the pupils.
Fla., committed acts of extreme
Hawkins, who said he taught at
brutality upon two students un- the school for a year and a half,
said in the statement:
"I am in full agreement with
him (Warren) when he suggests
that high standards of ethical character should be a prerequisite to
legal educasion and career in this
state.
"I submit also that the high
standards of ethical character
The National Urban League an- should be a prerequisite for those
nounced today the receipt of a who seek the lofty honor of the
grant for $50,900 from the Fund governorship of this, our great
for the Republic, which will be state.
used to finance a two-year edu- "Mr. Warren's accusations are
cational program.
false."
Lester B. Granger, the League's
national executive director, stated that the purpose of the program is to provide League consultant and informational services
in the field of industrial relations
•
to management and labor in an
effort to expand employment opportunities for Negroes in t h e
growing industrialization of t h e
South.
According to the announcement,
the program will have three major emphasis: 1) Conferences, in- The body of Aaron Berd, about
stitutes and interviews with union 69, is being held for a while at
leaders; 2) conferences with per- the T. H. Hayes and Sons Funeral
sonnel heads of corporations, and; parlor, 680 S. Lauderdale, while
3) on-the-spot visits to plant per- efforts were made to contact some
sonnel directors.
member of the man's family.
Mr. Granger said that one signiMr. Berd died early last Tuesficant feature of the South's rapid day morning at the Youth of Christ
industrialization during the past Mission on Beale where he had
20 years has been the failure' been staying since before Christof Negro workers to share piss- M3S.
portionately in the employment
He is believed to have a son,
benefits of the area's economic George Berd, in Bellgrade, Fla.,

Urban League
Gets $50,000
Fund Grant

aron Berd
les, Body
Unclaimed

levelopment.

Ph.:
IA.
7-0304

and a nephew in Jackson, Tenn,

MANGE L'S
FEMININE APPAREL
"OPEN A BUDGET ACCOUNT"

101
S.
MAIN
ST.

'A

5.\

THE PALACE CLOTHING
COMPANY

214-216 S. MAIN STREET

AUTOMOBILE SALES
COMPANY
Has Them!
PLYMOUTH'S (Two

Door)

$1645
DESOTOS (Big

Roomy

$2295
SEE CHARLES WASHBURN YOUR
COLORED SALES MANAGER
AT

AUTOMOBILE SALES
COMPANY
"Your Value Headquarters for 40 Years"

309 UNION .

5

..1-s "-Year Leader

, LITTLE ROCK. \rk
Pres
'dent M. Lafayette Harris el Phi
The Memphis Urban League
s. Leaaa , !antler Smith coll..ge ma: htopre,I
55 dila MS, SOC la ks,
conducting its annual vocational Gam mon. economics 1,% L. l'ippin, by the faculD and stpdcait hotc
guidance program in local schools pharmacy; Mrs. Vivian Tarpley. m commemoration of his 20 ears
March 21 through March 29, Rev. library science; J. C. Park:r. see. of service to the college.
J. A. McDaniel, league secretary retarial science; Dr. A. L. JohnPresentations to Dr. Harris inhas announced. Prof. L. B. Hobson. son. intxticine: L. Alex Wilson.
principal of Manassas High is journalism; airs. Anna Clark, sochairman ol the campaign.
cial mork;
Rev. McDaniel said stress this
Nat D. Williams. social science;
year would be placed on StieneC. Mrs. Nlarian M. Johns. social
In a th chemistry, biology and phs- mark; lamme F. Briscoe. sales
ics. "Any student mith a IR as
manship; Mrs. A. D. .lone-s, edu
or better with a major in cation; S. M. Wyatt, education;
those fields, no matter m hat his , Mrs. Joe Teague Bell, secretarial
race. can be sure of a good job.'science
Mrs. Frances ('rain.
providing he has good health and I home economics dietetics; Rev. t'
character," Rev. McDaniel said. Thomas Paige, religious education;
Consultants mill appear at mare! Mine, t;. S. M. Young. cosmetol
than nine schools and should oflY: llorace I.. Chandler; account
reach an estimated 8.000 students. ing: Atty. James F. Estes. law :
Rev. Daniel stated, lie said that Rev. A. E. Andrems. religious
a parent's night will be held later. education; T. J. Willis, insurance:
A. Nlaceo Walker, social sciene'
sometime in April.
and general business; Chaplain I.
THE CONSULTANTS
A Thigpin. religious education.
A group from Tennessee state
university a ill be ainigig the con- Hollis Price, education;
1.. R. Taylor, insurance busi
sultants.
Schools to he visited include: ness; Mrs. Lillian Thompson, RN,
.nursing; I.. 0. smingler, journal.
6(TUT, March 21: Booker T.
salesmanship:
Washington, March 22; Ilamiltan. ism; A. P. Dumas.
Jobe Walker. eammercial art. A
March 23; Melrose, March 23;
Woodstock Training. March 26; W. Willis, jr., law; Samuel Coodloe. science-research technician:
St. Augustine. March 27; ManasMrs. B. F. McCleave, music:
sas High. March 28; Barrett's
Chapel. March 28; Ilarrold High, Nits, Dorothy Mitchell. Frank
Tohey, jr., engineering; Sgt. T. E.
March 29, and Mt. Pisgah.
Davis. armed services; Fred HarConsultants invited to appear is, social group mork. boy scout
include Elmer Henderson, promo- leader; Miss Margaret Williams
tion and sales: Melvin Conley.
science; A. W. Willis, law; L. H.
Boyce, insurance; Moses J. Ness - Set Prayer Day
son. Journalism; Edgar IL Da \ is.
Nuit•ND
A nacontracting; Mrs. Lucille, Hans- tion-mide day of pra)er has been
borough, education; Mrs. Loretta set for March 28 by the InterKatoe, social work; Miss Julia H. national Order of 12 Knights and
Dixon, secretarial science; L. C. Daughters of Tabor in support of
Sharp, insurance; Mrs. Theresa brotherhood.

' Three servicemen from Mem- which the USAF Officer Candidate
phis and another from Millington school, the USAF Pre-Flight school
are completing Air Force basic are operating unit.
military training at Lackland Air
Yorce Base, the "Gateway to the
Force."
They are Tommy C. Smith, jr., •
18, son of Mrs. Willie Mae Gray,
of 1915 Rile St.; Paul Butler, 18,
son of Mrs. Henrietta Butler, of
1620 S. Cooper St.; Jesse W. Kent,
17, on of Mr. Vella Turnipeed,
of 2050 Swift, and L. C. Preyer,
22, huband of Mrh. Cathryn Prey•r, of Rt. 3, Box 398, Millington.
Their Lackland training is preMOUND .BAYOU,
paring them for entrance into Air fifth Annual meetingMiss. — The
of the ReForce technical training or for an gional
Council of Negro LeaderAir Force duty assignment. The ship
will be held in Jackson,
course includes a scientific evalua- Miss., Friday,
April 27. Announcetion of their aptitudes and inclina- ment of the
date and place was
tions for following a particular ca- made by Dr.
T. R. M. Howard,
reer field.
president of the 10,000-member orLackland, situated near San An- ganization.
tonio, is the site of Air Force baThe meeting, which in previous WHILE MINNESOTA Demonation's capitol. The Senator
sic military training for m e n years has
been held in Mound Bay- crats were turning out in
drew a big question mark on
and women and home of the our and
nationally-known for its larger-than-expected numbers
the mirror for benefit of photoUSAF Officer Military school, of "big tent" crowds,
will follow the at the polls, Sen. Kefauver
graphers.
same pattern as in the past. Sev- was waiting for results
in the
eral nationally - known speakers will appear on the program,
Imenu. In a happy mood. meinBy MABEL B. CROOKS
while the usual Gospel and college
. The ineciin„; hich mill be Intel
Tennessee Staete mucersity has
Dr. William L. Crump, Public
groups will supply the music.
Ifers made plans for a tea to be
The Jolly 20 Social club was
Relations director at Tennessee been planned with Miss Christine
In explaining the change of entertained
held
July
8
at
the
Lelia
Walkei
by Mrs.
ConState university will address the Alexander. state itinerant teacher meeting places, Dr. Howard stat- ley of 1928 Hays Amelia their
Club House. Mrs. Azalia Jones is Tennessee Home Economic Asso- trainer in home
during
economics a n d
ed that the membership is now semi-monthly meeting last
week. president ,and Mrs. Leona Mull is I elation at its departmental meet- ,state adc iser to New Homemakers
heavy in all of the state's 82'The hostess
served a deliclaus 'reporter.
The Independent 1Vorkers club countries, hence, Jackson was a
of Amenca.
ling March 29.
of the Ward Chapel AME church, more central meeting place
Dr. Crump mill discuss the
for the
h sponsoring the fifth annual tea ipne-day meet.
"Public Relation Aspects of the
at the residence of Mr. and Mrs,
Nloe Eeonomics Program" and
Lue Whitney, of 1374 College, Sune some technique wheth teachday, March 25, between 4-7 p.m.
ers in the state may use in pro
:noting their teacher-pupil and
Mrs. Estelle Weathers is club
school-community activities in the
president; Miss Elsie Quinn, secfield.
retary, and Rev. A. D. Brown is
NEW YORK — Mrs. Theresa G.
Another feature of the session
minister.
Martin, employment supervisor for
will be the fellowship hour when
I Recently Little Miss Helen Bond the Urban
League of Greater New
the home economics scroll will he
was crowned queen of the Sunday York, has been
elected to memberpresented to Tennessee State uniSchool by the retiring queen, Lit- ship in the
2nsonnel Club of New
versity and Lane college senior
tle Miss Rita Ann Farmer. Sec- York.
MIAMI BEACH—(INS)—Former Gov. Fuller Warmajors in the field symbolizing the
ond and third placers in the con- She is
the first Negro
importance of their chosen life's
test were Patsy Jo Toole a n d to membership in the accepted ren charged last week that a Negro whose suit to enter
club since the University
work.
Michael Matlock, respectively. it was founded in
of Florida was upheld by the U.S. Supreme
1918.
Mrs. Ida Belle Nabrit, home eco/Oupt. H. W. Armstrong announced Personnel
Court
inflicted
"brutal
beatings" upon two students while
Club is an association
nomics department head at Howthat $96.39 was raised in the con- of women engaged
in personnel a teacher.
ard High school, Chattanooga, will I
test. The sum appeared incorrect- and industrial
relations work
preside
at this meeting.
Negro,
The
48-year-old
V
11
.
011
ly in the Tri-State Defender as whose aim is the
"Mr. Warren's accusations are
improvement of Hawkins, issued a statement at false:.
$9.39.
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3.4381

' DEAR MME. CHANTE: I see
all kinds of letters in your column
where men and women want different kinds of mates. I have been
marries' and would marry again
only ii I meei a man who sees
life my way. I am not hard to
please but I refuse to get up at
five a.m., to fry an egg, make
toast and coffee. I'll get up in
time to get the kids off to school
if he has any if not I'll get up in
time to cook dinner. If he gets in
a tight spot I will work from 11
to 7, but I would be a housewife,
and am a very good one. I have
one child with my mother. I love
children as long as they understand what no means, and they'll
go to church every Sunday. Dorothy Hodge, Gen. Del. Buffalo 4,
N.Y.
• ••
DEAR MME. CHANTE: It's a
great pleasure reading your most
helpful column. I desire to correspond with some girl or young lady
in her teens or early twenties who
has the nice qualities a young lady
should have. I want someone who
has a forward look in life with an
ambitious young man. My sole in--terest is to become acquainted
with the right girl to give happiness and receive it. I'll give my
phone number on request. Jordan
Hale, 1230 W. Adams, Chicago,

photos. Mrs. A. V. Evans. 434 E.
49th St. Bsmt. Apt. Chicago, Ill.
• ••
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
Christian woman, married once
but now divorced. I am 49 years
old and considered attractive. I
have no bad habits. am very desirous of meeting a Christian man
one who is interested in marriage. He must be between the ages

Salute
WOrld's Best Loved Lady,
Mrs. FDR Has Praise For
utherme And Boycotters

ft. tall and brown skin. No gamblers or drunkards, please. Miss
•
Myrtle Neil, P. 0. Box 435. Columbus, Ohio.
•••
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
keep her out.
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt,
very lonely man age 40, dark
known
best
the
world's
certainly
I FEEL THAT Autherine Lucy
make
brown. I wish to marry and
loved,
has behaved with a great deal of
a wife happy. Please send photo woman, and one of the best
and I shall do the same. Mr. L. saluted Autherine Lucy and the
dignity. She has apparently not
Manson, 2508 Temple, Muskegon, Montgomery Improvement Associthe publicity which the
enjoyed
ation which is sponsoring the boyMich.
Assn. for the AdvanceNational
line.
bus
Crow
city
Jim
the
of
cott
•• •
ment of Colored People has thrust
the
column,
syndicated
her
In
upon her; but she has acted with
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
former first lady, commended
quiet dignity both in Washington
lonely woman who would like to
Miss Lucy for her "dignity" and
and in New York, and her attitude
get married. I am 39 years old, 5
Montgomery boycotters for
gives one confidence that if she
ft. 5 inches tall, weigh 150 pounds,,the
of
Gandhi's technique
dark brown skin and nice shape. adopting
can be given a chance in the
I work every day and want a work- non-violence.
university she will act with wisHere, in her own words, is what
ing man. I like the church very
dom and discretion.
Chicago Defender office in Chi- I
during recent weeks. Miss LuTURNS TABLES—Trying her
much. Please write I will answer she had to say last week:
I would like to see not one stu- hand as a "reporter" is Aucago. She was In Windy City to
hand look at newsfirst
got
cy
all mail. The man must be between I think everyone must be imdent but 10 admitted. Also, if there therine Lucy, who's been tarrest and visit relatives.
man's life during her visit to
38 and 45. Send photo in letter. pressed by the dignity and calmare others at the present time that get of hundreds of reporters
Park,
South
of
5636
boycott
Davis,
Martha
ness with which the
the university is considering, it
Apt. 344, Chicago, Ill.
the bus companies in Montgomwould be well to bring their con4
•• *
ery, Ala., has been carried on by
•••
sideration to a rapid close and
theory of
Gandhi's
a
am
I
Negroes.
the
CHANTE:
MME.
DEAR
well
as
a
as
these
am
students,
accept
I
CHANTE:
DEAR MME.
old and non-violence seems to have been
to rescind the foolish refusal to,
lonely lady age 29, medium brown young woman 24 years
to hear from some learned very well.
permit this rather gentle and mild
hair and have a twelve year old would like
between 30 and 35 I would also like to speak in
young woman from returning to
son. I am seeking male pen pals male pen pals
single, 5 ft. praise of those white people in the
the university.
between the ages of 29 and 40 years of age. I am
pounds, black hair South who have long fought for
with no habits as gambling or tall, weigh 115
THE SUPREME COURT RECOGI would the rights of all their fellow citicomplexon.
tan
light
fine.
and
is
sociable
Drinking
drinking.
NIZED that there must be local
to the right zens.
I'll answer all letters and exchange consider marriage
adjustment in certain states in deSouth
They are probably being made
photos. Roslyn Hierd, 904 S. Wol- man. Lillian Foster, 2107
of the schools. Good
segregation
the
to suffer more than anyone in
Avers, Chicago, Ill.
coU, Chicago 12, Ill.
in
forward was made
moving
faith
North can imagine at the present
•••
•• •
subject to the courts, and the
time.
country must wait to see how this
DEAR MME CHANTE: I see
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
I am interested to find that there
peomany
so
helped
affections
have
you
pregresses.
and
how
love
true
for
lonely
the is even a group of University of
But there Is nothing which preof a lovable sweet woman. I am ple and do hope you can do in Alabama students who want to
interested
vents the administration in Washsure I can make the right one same for me. I am
sanity
restore
can
they
how
know
of
supremely happy. I am 5 ft. 8 a wife up to thirty-five years
ington from moving at once in
to their fellow students.
inches tall, weigh 179 pounds. dark age. I am 37 years of age, 5 ft.
area of protection for all citithe
fear
with
regard
They do not
brown hair, brown eyes and nice 91 2 inches tall, weigh 165 lbs.,
zens who desire to vote.
undergraduthe
to
admission
the
have
38
brown skin and clean cut. I
dark brown complexion. I am
In many states, this can be done
ate body of one young woman, and
years old, considered very hand- a nice 3 room apartment. I don't they deplore the methods used to
now only by paying a poll tax.
MRS. ROOSEVELT
to
an
trying
with
am
I
as
employed
much
go out
some and steady
That in itself may make voting
income of one hundred dollars a buy myself a home in a few
in some cases and really
difficult
week. I am honest. considerate, months. I have a good steady job.
requires two campaigns: (1) To
girl
The
week.
sincere.
a
$100
very
make
I
understanding and
get people to pay their tax, and
All of you interested sweet lova- or woman I want need not be an
(2) actually to get them to the
to
age
want
and
of
clean
be
just
years
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angel,
to
2.5
women
ble
polls.
write to me and learn more. Sam have something in life. Mr. H.
Chicablvd.,
Greenville,
No matter how many promises
Drexel
4659
Branch,
Allen, 18 Chicora St.,
the NAACP wishes to extract from
go, Ill.
S. C.
• .•
* • *
candidates at the present time,
am
I
CHANTE: I am a
CHANTE:
nothing can be achieved of real
MME
DEAR
DEAR MME.
used to go to and from work
photo, car pool riders prepare
value for the coming 10 months THE PRIVATE CAR pool is
a young I a d y of 19, 5 feet, 2 in. 26 year old, 5 ft. 6 inches tall,
and for iither maters th:'t re- '
to enter auto while driver holds
one of the principal reasons for
except by the Republican Party
ches tall, black hair, brown corn- . weight 160 pounds and don't like
quire travel.
car door. Private autos are
NEW' YORK — Po?ularity of ed by the reporters would be wel- and the Republican administra- the success of the bus boycott
plexion, weigh 130 pounds and con- .to indulge in intoxicating liquors.
I
to
a
not
like
wife,
a
I am looking for
the ''Birdland Stars" is far reach- comed. In most cases he must tion, since they are now in power. in Montgomery, Ala. In the
sidered attractive. I would
before
get married to a nice man from , woman who indulge in liquors. ing it seems. Not only did the clear with talent managers
the
of
some
that
wishes
certain
,
all
being
break
very
attraction
who
the
Levy
in
26,
Morris
picture
your
to
me
20
Send
the ages of
a good wife and comfortable home. first letter. Marvin E. Bates, 6350 existing records for such a jaunt, stars he's after can be announced
and over a four week period but as part of the touring group
He must have a job to be able to 28 ave., Kenosha, Wisc.
all
*
«
answer
«
will
it upset agencies who marveled
I
wife.
a
support
The 1956 Birdland tour wound
letters and exchange photos in 1 DEAR MME CHANTE: I am at success of the tour.
up a three-and-a -half-week t re k
But Birdland does not intend recently in Washington, D. C., and
first letter. Ann Bonner, 523 E. 60th ,I asking
you to help me by getting
i
by Charles L. Browne
St., Chicago 37, Ill.
I a male to correspond with me. I resting on its laurels. This was plans are already in the works for
•• •
I would like to have someone of evidenced this week when Levy, next year's tour. Wilde expects to
ing up to all phases of the Golden1
PRICELESS GIFT
CHANTE: I am my age or over, ages 40 to 45. I departing for Europe announced extend the tour from the usual T„EI°
MME.
DEAR
Rule will make you a worth while
for
many
sevWilde,
by
Al
of
to
tall
governed
signing
not
the
run
with
-half-week
inches
is
light
3
complexion
Friendship
three-and-a
am a nurse,
ank You
24 years- old, 5 ft.
the length of time you have known person to want as a friend.
and weigh 135 pounds. I would like good hair. 5 ft. 4 inches tall and years an attache in the Gale Agen- en-and-a-hail.: weeks in '37.
This thought from George Elli- 1
What thanks shall I give some may ask . . . When life to me is
a person but by the blending of
t° meet a petit girl about 4 ft. 11 weigh 140 lbs. Esme DaSeba, 1 ey setup to handle bookings next
i different personalities. One person ott's "Essence of Friendship." I i so mean . . .With my many problems and no way to solve them
inches and weighs about 100 lbs. , West Ave. Kingston Garden. Ging- year. Wilde is one of the bestknown and most popular talent di- George Peck Heads LNC
is attracted to another by certain am passing on to you. "Oh, the . . . A thanks to me is obscene . . . Just for living "Be ye thank.
I am very lonely, James Pikes, I ston. Jamaica. B. W. I.
*
rectors in musical circles.
virtues expressed in their every comfort, the inexpressible comfort ful" . . . For having known night and day . . .To see changing sea•
14026 Grace St.. Robbins, Ill.
• • *
NEW YORK — George Peck, day living. If these virtues coin- of feeling safe with a person; hav- sons, ah wonderful reasons ... To cause a thank you to say .
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
Levy told reporters he's going
newspaperman, cide with that of another person, ing neither to weigh thoughts nor For the rustle of the oak-leaves .. • And the friendly bark of a
,
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a a lonely woman who would like to to Europe to set up a tour for his former New York
your
with
pals.
some
My
of
as chair- friendship developes. Abusing the measure words, but to pour them . .. For the trusting child's hand and that feeling so grand . •
meet
last
cities
week
several
in
Stars"
was
elected
"Birdland
would
and
Jamaican young woman
one bestows on you as all out, just as they are, chaff and
like to correspond with American age is 38, color fair, height 5 feet over there. Just what stars will man of the Laymen's National confidence
Friends feel sitting round a fired log . . .For the hearing of glad
4 inches. M. Wiggan. 1 Montague be included on the jaunt Levy Committee, Inc., sponsors of the a friend, is a sordid, cheap charac- grain together, knowing that a
male and female pen pals. I am
laughter .. . Yes, and to weep softly too . . . With loved ones and
you
that should alienate
I faithful hand will take and sift
23 years old, 5 ft. 8 inches tall, st.. Rollington Town, Windward would not say though he would annual National Sunday School teristic
friends good folks without end ... To our GOD we should say "I
Road P. 0., Kingston, Jamaica. not deny several names mention- Week observance.
from any type of friendship. Liv- I them keep what is worth keeping
black hair, black eyes, dark brown
THANK
YOU."
and then, with a breath of kindin color and a dressmaker. \lenaway."
ness, blow the rest
da Nicholson, 4 New Lincoln rd.,
BUNGL01J
WEEK. 1 WAS VISO
NatAm'S
MATIER..)
Friendship is a gift that cannot
Cross Rds. P. 0. Jamaica, BWI.
-ro
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be bought. If someone offers you
41
R‘OE SACKWARDS...-VAAI ALWAYS leAWES Ms
this priceless gift, try very hard
DEAR MME. CHANTE: Hoping
S
10<1
keep it.
to
between
I can find a nice girl
•* «
the ages of 17 and 35. I am a
Dear Prof. I am heartbroken to r SAY OF %us? . AlowDo 1'-ESE OUI-OF.S1ATE
white man, 26 years old, 5 ft. 10
find that my teenage daughter has DRIVERS OPENLY
inches tall, weigh 180 pounds, blue
VIOLAIE A LAW LWE "Nis -AND GE1
been taking all her personal probeyes and have brown wavy hair. I
Wt14
11'S
A KtiowN LAW IWZOUGNOUT
AWAY
117
I
lems to a friend of mine rather
have a successful business, nice
her
—
CAR O6 #W MARS,
me
THiS
lIAAT
SIATES
to
them
bringing
than
subthe
home
in
and
pretty
a
car
mother. How can I reach her now?
urbs. I'm sure I can make
S4IOULto t.lAve NEW LICENSE PLATES SY go*J! M0S1
Worried Mother.
some girl happy and vice versa.
OF YOU FELLoWS ARE ASLEEP 014 1MS couN1':0001
ANS. Sit down, mother, and
Anyone interested please write or
YOU
-4/341141(
what
figure
**a UP?
carefully try to
phone Robert Panice, 2128 South
qualities this friend has that \--State, Chicago Illinois. Phone CANINETEEN FIFIY—SIX;
15
c
THIS
you lack. Evidently, your daughlumet 5-4559.
• •.
ter finds more understanding
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
with your friend than with you.
Maybe you are too bossy as a
a man at the age of 38. weigh
parent and have belt the reins
145 pounds, 5 ft. 7 1-2 inches tall,
of supervision too tightly. Praise
brown skin, have a good job and
given to adolescents will create
able to do the right thing for a
confidence. Study your past renice lady who wants to get maractions to her problems, you
ried. I would like for her to have
WELL—WWI 00)14'1 NoU ASK
probably will understand why
large legs, neat waist line, from
PERSON SilliNG OPPOSI1E YOU
she does not come to you for
28 to 36 years of age. Please send
"So CUANGE
EA1S?
advice.
photo in first letter, and I will
set
*
do the same. Robert Brown, 3508
Julia is 15. Her parents are poor
Indiana ave., Chicago, Illinois.
•*
with small living quarters. She
does not want to bring her friends
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I've
home. She is very upset by her
read your column many times
home condition and wants advice.
and have just gotten up nerve to
My Dear Julia: You will find
write you. I am a very loneas you grow older, anyone who
some person. I woule like to meet
cannot accept you in your home,
some nice gentleman who is nice,
regardless of its style and qualidecent and respectable also who
ty, Is not worth having as a
has a good paying job in confriend. You are young start now
struction, ost office or a railroad
developing worth while ambiman. I would like for him to be
tions of honesty, work and love
in his late forties o. early fifties.
of your family. Wanting only
I am in my forties decent, represtige, wealth and other superspectable and eligible to marry
ficial standards, cause people to
right person. My phone number is
shun you, hut with love and kindDRexel 3-2342. He can also work
ness showing people will want
in the steel mill, dock hand or
to be with you anywhere.
packing house. I will exchange
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On Saying "Thanks" —
stitutions, which are given names,
The Tri - State Defender- has do not carry the names of any rastruck a keynote of good sense in cial benefactors or well-wishers.
race and community relations
It is a notable fact that most inwith the announcement of its forth- stitutions .. parks, streets,
buildcoming awards to five Memphis inp,s, and what - have - you
Supscriptien rates: One yea,. $6; six months. $3.50. 12-yeet special subscription rats, 1101
...
leaders for their contributions to which are named in honor of us
The Tri.Stete Defends; Owe Net Take Responsibility few Unsolicited Manuscripts at Photos.
constructive progress and harmony are given those names by white
in Memphis. Editor L. A. Wilson people. Much too rarely
do we
PublishcAl Every Thursday by the Tri-Stet• Disfendor POO:shine Co. Entered au Seco,id
is to be commended.
find the brothers starting moveIts high time that not unk the ments to commemorate the name
Class Mattel it the Memphis Post OfVcis March 20, 1952, Under Act et March 2, 1579.
Tr -State Defender, as a news- and perpetuate the memory of
paper, but also for church groups. of one oi their own leaders. Many
PTA groups, social and civic white persons who have given eviclubs, and other organizations dence of their goodwill towards
among Negroes in Memphis to us have noted the seeming indifpick up the ball of lending en- ference with which these benefits
couragement and start running have been received. After the first
"Hosannas" it seems that the donwith it.
So much suspicion, prejudice, ors and the gifts are forgotten.
and even hate have bobbed up of It seems here in the "Shadows"
recent date until all of us need to that it might be a pretty good bit
• of
good sense for us generOne hundred and twenty-nine years ago, the Tri-State Defender has initiated its pro- be reassured that there are still allyracial
to go all out for remembering
people
of
good
will
among
us
...
on March 17, when John B. Russworm print- gram of citations of hopor to local leaders
every knee has not bowed to our friends. Not only should the
ed the first issue of "Freedom's Journal", in recognition of their efforts in their fields that
friends be remembered, but they
Baal.
the first Negro newspaper to be published in of endeavor to improve race relations in
should be appreciated in some
It
is
not
enough to assume that kind of tangible manner
the United States, he wrote:
Memphis.
. A letter
people ought to do nice things be- of appreci
ation to a kind employer,
...
"
Each
We
of the leaders deserves the recog- cause it is the right thing to do.
wish to conciliate all and to
AN
itate none, yet we must be firm and unwav- nition he will be accorded. Each has made ICs human for folk to expect the a word of thanks to a courteous
person, a message of approvering in our principles and perservering in a contribution to racial progress and inter- recipients of favors and good-will sales
al to an official who has perour efforts."
raciatehgoodwill. All have lifted the morale to show their appreciation foe the formed some constructive act of
Mr. Russworm could not predict that of the community and contributed the boons same. It's interesting to note how benefit to the group, which can
parents and other adults so often add up
to a better reputation and
years later the struggle would be contin- of faith, hope and courage to face the fu- go
out of their way to have chil- more goodwil
ure.
l for the race as a
uing in an effort to free men's souls.
dren say "Thank you," and other- whole.
The awards are being made in keeping Wise show appreciation for the
But he could and did see that prejudice
The Tri-State Defender, in the
given priority over principle could lead to with the spirit of the Negro Press to honor nice things others do for them ... opinion
of the ''Shadows" is pointand encourage citizens who make notewor- and then so quickly forget that ing
naught but chaos and evil.
the way here in Memphis for
thy
and
the
constr
same is much more applica- every institut
uctive contributions to huTo avert such a disaster, we must have
ion of probity and a
the active cooperation of all citizens of man relations among us. Hon. Edmund Or- ble to their relations with others. desire for progress to follow. It is
gill,
Dr. James A. Wax, Dr. S. A. Owens, We have long been criticized as not grovelling in tne dust to say
ss^
good will.
a group for failing to remember thanks to our friends, whether
Rev. Paul
The true spirit of the Negro press re- Jo ne s N. Carnes, and Rev. Paul Tudor and appreciate our friends.
Cri- white or black. It is a sign that
have made such contributions as
mains the desire, intention, and 'objective their
tics have pointed out often how those who show such appreciation
record
s
will
show.
to perserve with patience but without comare so few monuments rear- have grown up and are ready to
The awards they will receive will be pre- there
placency in the endeavor to bring about sented
ed by us to ur friends and bene- behave like mature people. It is
full citizenship for all Americans by calling Annive during Tri-State Defender's Fifth factors. They call attention to the a sign that others can take the
attention to all hinderances to this consum- awardsrsary observance this year. The absence of special days of ob- risk of being our friends.
symbolize our hopes that the men servance among us. They note that
mation, and by according recognition to all cited good
For, believe it or not, it does
works will inspire others to help despite all our loudly expressed call
those who work for its attainment.
for some definite degree of
build a better community with goodwill and love for our mothers for instance, sacrific
ial • courage, faith, and
A Brickbat For Education -- A Kiss
It is in keeping with this objective that freedo
one
rarely,
m for all.
if ever, sees an im- Christian spirit for any individual,
For
The Bed room In Dixie •
pressive monument to mother's white or black,
to "stick his neck
memory in a Negro cemetery. out" in friendsh
ip for the Negro
Miss
If
Lucy
wanted
to go to ents are clearly remembered.
thrown at Miss Lucy make me
Too many of us don't even men- .., during these
times when it bed with a white man instead of In my great-uncle's book,"From
tion the day ninety-some odd is much more
cry.
popular to kick to college with one, nobody at the The Virginia Plantation to the NaSouthern white men in slavery
years ago when the race was him in the teeth
Evangelist Billy Graham has returned lution of many
and
receive
the
Universi
ty
of
Alabam
a
would tional Capitol" by John Mercer time were not the only integraof the mounting problems freed from slavery much less ob- plaudits
from a 30,000-mile tour of the Far East which
of
the
crowd.
Some
stones
throw
folk
at her, nor defy the Langston,
white ancestry on tors, however. Some Southern
where he preached brotherhood and the areas confront Negroes in some benighted serve Emancipation Day pro- are building their political careers Supreme Court. It is common my mother'the
s side is recorded in white women went to bed with
of
the
grams.
South,
The
vast
especia
majorit
lly
y
of
Georgi
our and futures on the popular pas- knowledge in Dixie that some
a,
.;.spirit of Jesus Christ to the inhabitants Mississ
of print for anyone to read. Once their male slaves and loved it, so
ippi, Alabama, South Carolina, Flor- churches, schools, and other in- time of kicking the Negro.
of eight lands. It is fitting that he should ida
the Southern politicians who are I was speaking on a Northern cam- history records
, And a number of
and
Louisi
ana.
loudest in defiance of integration pus where all the students were white women
do this, for religion has a universal langmarried Negroes
We
would
like to see Graham start a
keep Negro mistresses, and some white. One of them was introduced long before
uage and appeal.
the Civil War w a s
„cosi
revival movement in the South in an efhave fathered colored families to me as having the family name fought.
There were both male and
However, a statement attributed to
whom they are men enough to Langston. I asked the young man female integrat
ors of the white
him at a press conference at Chicago par- fort to instill the spirit of Christian brothsupport. The millions of mulattoes where he was from. He answered: race
way back younder! integraticularly interests us. The evangelist is erhood in the hearts of some southerners
the
South
in
today are living proof "Louisa County, Virginia."
who have committed injustices against Netion is nothing new. Why the white
quoted as saying, "The gospel of Jseus gros
of integration from a long time
I said, "Why, that's where my South should raise suns a hue and
in
the
name
of
white
suprem
III
acy.
Christ is the answer to the overwhelming
ago right up U. the present.
great- grandparents were from, cry over it today is beyond me.
Such an evangelistic campaign is soreTWO OF A KIND
problems with which the world is confrontThe "Southern way of life" too. Perhaps we are related."
Either white Southerners have lost
ly needed there, more, we would ventur
About 30 young women woi
applicants, the new girl had su- seems to be a brickbat for educa- The young white man blushed a their mends, or else they
ed today."
are just
to say, than in any other part of the worlde in the executise offices of a perior
qualifications in addition tion and a kiss for the bedroom deep red and, not inclined to pur- Great Pretenders. I don't know
In that statement perhaps lies the so- at this
branch of a large national cor•
moment.
to striking beauty and personal- —when it comes to whites aim- sue the subject further, disappear- which. Quiet as it is kept,
I think
poiation. Ti Pnty•five of them ity so radiant that
she would ing at ltegrocs. Miscegenation is ed. But I'll bet he was a distant they are Pretenders.
are classified as stenographers
have been noticed even had she an old, old story South of the cousin of mine.
Southern gentlemen merely act
and work at small desks lined
not been the only Negro in the Mason-Dixon line. If it were not, On my father's side, everyone in
like they are mad when they
up in rows in a large sunbright
all
of
the
Negroes
down there the family knows that one of the
office.
throw bricks at Miss Lucy. The
room.
Ninety-six members of the Congress of the legal,
To the delight of the other would he quite dark, African dark, great-grandfathers who generated truth of the matter
judicia
is, they had
l, or legislative minds
The other five are secretaries
instead
of
brown,
of the United States have signed a manilight
brown,
of the South at that time called it an in- to high•ranking officials a n d stenos, the Negro girl soon pro- coffee-and-cream, tan, ivory and my generation was a white slave rather throw kisses. And, I expect
trader in Kentucky who became that that
festo calling for a reversal of the Supreme
sided a challenge to the exaltalleged woman in Missishave small private offices next
enamoured of one of my great- sippi over whom
Court decision outlawing segregation in vasion of state's rights or sociological to
ed position held by the secretar- white.
the alleged Emthe executives to whom they
Complex
ions
spouti
are
related
ngs
to
of
the
justice
ras.
grandmothers. Instead of selling mett Till
ies.
public schools.
was allegedly killed
are assigned.
cial heritage, and lots of Negroes her down the river for
profit, he might really have wished Emmett
The executives went out of in the South
It is strange that the court, now ex- The five, because of their clasp
By so doing, they have irrevocably
are related to white
her himself — for love. Re- had been just
a little older and.
pledged themselves to the overthrow of the isting in the climate of a new and bright- sification, nigher pay, private of- their way to demonstrate their people. Sometimes, as the distin- kept
sult,
others, met I am not instead or allegedly whistling, he
highest judicial body in the land. This, as er day in human relations, should be con- fices and tersonal contact with belief in democracy. This spe- guished Southern author Lillian proudamong
of this heistard white blood
cial attention soon made her the Smith attests,
the bosses Lave assumed a suwe see it, is the same as advocation of the demned.
a man will have a in my veins. I had just as leave had actually conic a little closer
object
to her.
of
the
scorn
and
criticis
m
perior
air and have divorced
white family and a colored family I did not have it.
overthrow of the government by violence,
These signers no longer have any useI have known several Southern
of the secretaries.
themsel
in
ves
from
the
same
the
other
town
—
girls.
and
everyIf necessary, and that is treason.
But my ancestry is no fault of white women who have
fulness as legislators. They are admittedly
followed
To further irritate the secre- body knows it.
Many of the stenographers
mine, nor of my African grand- Negroes out of
According to their spokesmen, the so blind with racial prejudice and hatred have all the qualifications
the South to live
taries, the stenographers sang
For long standing proof of inte- parents living under
necesthe ruthless with them in wedlock or in sin
manifesto was re-worded several times so that they cannot consider any proposed sary to be a secretary and
the praises of the Negro girl gration in the deep South, I need conditio
ns of slavery. I myself, in Chicago or Detroit or
as not to reflea the bitterness of most of piece of legislation with the balance re- merely biding their time forarea loud and long.
New York.
go no further than myself. If there however, am living proof
of inte- Integration is a four-way street—
its signers. Nevertheless, hate was the quired of a law maker.
chance to be elevated to the favOne day the stenographers were no white blood in my veins, gration long before the
Supreme white, black, male, female, vice
guiding spirit behind the framing of the
gathered around the Negro girl I would not be in color half way Court ruled upon the subject.
While it is too much to expect that. ored circle.
Cur- versa — and has long been a pretLeader
between
of
the
document.
complim
to
African
little
clique of
ent her on a very
and Caucasian. rent Southern hypocrisy in the ty
they would be ousted from Congress be- secretar
busy thoroughfare in the USA.
On
ies
both sides of my family, my matter of integrat
is a very beautiful
striking suit she was wearing.
A restrained statement of a basically cause of their un - American views,
ion, therefore, A few brickbats will hardly make
or
at
girl
who
white
has
slavery
She
the
-time
added
was
very
great
flattere
grandpa
asset
d
rof
makes
because
immoral belief and intention does not in least stripped of their powers
me laugh. But the bricks much difference now.
, it is certain being very proficient in her job. she had dug deep in her pocket
any way alter it. It is un-American no mat- that they cannot command respec
Into
this
very complex social
to buy it at one of the smartest
t in any
ter what language it is couched in.
other legislative body in the world.
situation came a Negro girl one
shops in town.
As We do not recall reading in our hisday, assigned as a stenographer
The
The beautiful girl who headed
Wory books about any outburst from the traitorous brazen announcement of their by the personnel departm
ent the secretarial clique walked
intent
ions
is
a
reflect
ion
upon
which
South when the Supreme Court enriunci- Congress
become convinced it over to inspect the outfit
as a whole and a blow to Ameri- would had
that
;sited the separate but equal theory. None can prestig
be good public relations
was causing so much comment.
e.
to have token representation
"Humph," she humphed, "I
among white collar workers from
have one just like it."
The poll takers have been going gration, without any
a minority race.
reservations. group was, of course, the late Wal"0, you do," said the colored around the country, especially in
Because she had been especialIn the presence of whites, how- ter White, dynamic leader of the
girl, "then you must deal at the the South, asking citizens
of colly selected from a long list of same credit
.
house I do."
or, many questions about their ever, those northern Negroes who NAACP.
have passed fifty will still occas•1111111111100,,,,illonewellt"111111111111111111111119111111011111111111111M11111
views
integrat
on
I
ion,
think
segrega
it no exaggeration to
tion,
1111111111111111111111111111111N11111111111011
intermarriage and related sub- ionally hedge their answers and state that there is more solidarity
Won't Say 'Mister'
in Europe. He said he got the ing to segrega
try
to
figure
tion for their fine
out
what
the white among American Negroes
jects.
idea from the Southland of the big salaries, and
on the
• Dear Editor: In reference to
at the same time
I think in all fairness we should listeners would prefer to hear. Of civil rights issue, and particuU, S., but he would do a more are destroying
course,
practica
the essential reEdward "Sonny" Murrain, I won't
lly
all
Souther
warn
n
larly integration, than one can
our scientifte poll-t aking
thorough job.
quirements for a well rounded
say Mister, because a Negro is a
friends that southern Negroes have Negroes follow this technique. find among any other ethnic group
A war was fought, and on the education. A. M. Conley,
They
have been trained practical- today, Those
Negro regardless of where he
marks
an historic aversion to telling white
who say they are op.
basis of Christianity we won. This Miss.
lives, north or south. I have just
citizens and even strange colored ly from birth to hedge their an- posed to integration, that they
man was a sick man, and all men
swers.
finished reading an article written
citizens what is on their minds.
want segregation and wish to
who dream such dreams are sick.
by him and I want to ask him
The secrets of his mind have ,heen
Whites who think they can drive "stay in their place" are lying Or
So
we
pray
that
will
God
heal
Nazi
Fuhrer
If he knows why trim, attractive
about the only things the brother a wedge between the masses
"talking at the big gate."
of
Mamie Bradley's husband happen. their sick hearts because he is
could keep beyond the reach of Negroes and their leaders
Dear Editor: Once there was a
their maker. None can get too low
In short, no matter what a brothon the
•d to be hanged on foreign soil?
the "master race" in the cotton civil rights front are badly
that God cannot reach down and little Fuhrer by the name of
misled. er may tell you publicly above
or
country.
• In case he is not familiar with lift them up. — Ann Jones. Los Adolph Hitler, who proclaimed to
Attempts to divide Negroes at one below the Mason
and Dixon line,
Many southern whites boast of time were temporarily successful.
the facts, Till, se., was hanged in Angeles, Calif.
the world:
you can be sure that he is thinktheir knowledge of the Negro. They Today, however,
aly in 1945 for rape and mur"We know but one offensive, and
Negroes are bet- ing about first class citizenship in
A
would
'111r. Maybe Murrain will also be
have
you
believe
that they ter educated and they know far our time. As
that is the annihilation of our enthe defiant little boy
know what he is thinking. As a more about world history,
Interested in knowing that one of Answers Mr. Hunt
emies. We have but one task, and
about said to the teacher who forced him
former Southerner, I can assure the rise of oppress
the leading colored men in the DEAR EDITOR: I am answer- that is victory.
ed people in to sit down, "I'm still standin
If the so-called
g
you that this is not so.
city of Mobile, Ala., says: "De- ing a letter written in She Com- democracies
other lands and about the demon- up in my
want Germany dismind."
No
cent and law-abiding colored peo- mercial Appeal newspaper by Mr. armed, let them
diplomat in world history has strated vulnerability of
come and get our
the so-call
ever had a greater capacity for ed "master" race.
ple do not read the hate-inspiring Blair Hunt, Negro principal of arms." (A
reprint from the Chitrash published in the Chicago Memphis' Booker T. Washington cago Tribune
dissemb
ling,
for
brain-wash
ing and
, Aug. 16, 1941)
In some cultures, distinctions are
.Defender. — Mrs. M. D. Watts, High school.
for obscuring his true motives than
Now
there
is
little
a
clique
of
the _average successful southern made between Negroes on the basJackson, Miss.
Please read his letter and see Fuhrers in Dixie,
whose rebelliNegro. The survival of the race is of their color. Fair Negroes
the stand taken by most all Negro ous violence
is being interpreted
in
the oppressive and often violent- with an.obvious white background
school t.'arhers in the South. A to the world thusly:
'Naziism And The South
ly hostile culture of the deep South are looked upon with greater fav- FORT VALLEY, Ga. — Geormiddle of the road stand. Our peoduring and after slavery bears elo- or and they have a greater ac- gia has two top Negro farmers
Dear Editor: I am afraid that ple need help to persuade our Ne- "Whosoever proposes to eliminceptance in the ruling circles. In
quent testimony to his genius.
the kind of remarks you are look- gro teachers who care only about ate white supremacy and its jimthis year because judges couldn't
When a Negro goes North where some latin countries and in parts
ing for from the colored people their jobs, to hold their peace as crow policies — whoever dares to
decide
which of the two was dothe
of
impose
British
civil rights for the Negroes
Commonwealth, such
about the 14-year-old boy, who was servants of their people, rather
he feels a sense of greater securing the better job. They are Jobit
upon the superior white race —
brutally murdered last year, will than encourage segregation
ity, he becomes more articulate divisions among Negroes are ena n d thoughtlessly incur Civil
W. Hunter of Early county, and
War II.
and often drops the elaborate sys- couraged .
not come.
ask for it.
Eddie
Wison of Bulloch county.
tem of double-talk and pretense In the U. S., however, one drop
• We know that you cannot cure
Please tell them to have the "We have but one offensive, to
keep
of
which
Negroes
Both
so-calle
out
he
develop
of
d
Hunter and Wilson were
our schools,
ed in the South.
Negro blood makes a
an evil sore by pouring lye on it. courage of the two midwives in
Even up here, however, very few Negro no matter how fair or Nor- honored with identical certificates
While we do not have to believe Egypt whom Pharoah told to de- out of labor unions, away from
Negroes will tell a white person dic the person may appear. This as Merit Farmers here last Frieverything, we know that child is stroy the male children, but they the ballot boxes, out of our dinthe whole truth about his views common barrier has forced all ele- day by Macon Teegraph and
dead. We also know that such did not. And tell the teachers that ing rooms and hotels, our churchments in the non-white population News,
and convictions.
things are degrading and destruc- in law obedience there is no mid- es and playgrounds.
Now that the fight for Integra- to hang together rather than hang ,
,-Im e to the human, Christian race, dle of the road position. It's not "We have but one task, to anniThe awards were presented
tion is out in the open and on the separately.
11Tid everything good that it stands a time for scrapping and fussing, hilate the NAACP leaders and to
'w Miss Susan Myrick, farm edifront
page of the newspapers, you
iut a time to protest unfairness chase their carpetbaggers out of
for.
As a matter of fact, some of tor for the Macon newspaper.
would expect to get some pretty our most intrepid battlers
Why do we know? Because this in education as well as to stand Dixie. And if the Supreme Court
for full
The two top farmers in Georgia
straight-forward expressions from citizenship for Negroes
don't like it, let 'em lump it!"
Is the thing we ../ere supposed to against it.
are so have a lot in common. Both startthe average northern Negro about white in appearance that
be fighting against: "naziism." Segregated schools are second (Shall the Rebel Fuhrers go the
-THAT'S OUR NEW GUARD . ONE LOOK AT
Senator ed near the bottom of the agrithis issue. The young ones, of Eastland would not
There was a man who said that rate schools and make second rate way of their counterpart of
object to their cultural ladder — Wilson as a
HER AN' A ROBBER WOULD FORGET WHAT
the
course,
are
talking,
freely and all presence at Sunday dinner. The tenant — and both
be would produce a master race citizens. Negro teachers are bow- Third Reich?) Rushing Greer,
now own their
HE BROKE IN FOR."
are supporting the drive for inte- most celebrated Negro in this ors
n farms.
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE, Publisher
• L ALEX WILSON, Genera) M-se,
MOSES J. NEWSON, Aang Managing Editor• ARETTA J. POLK. Circulation Manager
EVANS L CLEMEN) Astrortising hlanows.
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THE SOPHISTICATED, yet smartly cozy Beverly
Room of the Conrad Hilton on Chicago's -white
way" was the resplendent setting last Saturday
evening for the formal installation banquet of the
Original Forty Club, exclusive aggregation of business and professionals in Windy City socialite circles. A fashionable throng gathered to dine, dance
and enjoy a brilliant fete which saw Howard B.
Shepard take oath of office as president.

RELAXING BETWEEN courses at the banquet,
(photo left above) with filet mignon the "piece.
de resistance", Defender Photographer Tony Rhoden camera-recorded enjoyment of (from left)
Arthur J. Wilson Sr., Mrs. Ethel Gordon, Dr. Leonard Jewell Sr., Mrs. Roosevelt Brooks, Dr. A. N.
Gordon jr., Mrs. Arthur J. Wilson Sr., Dr. Roosevelt
Brooks and Mrs. Leonard Jewell Sr. Gay repartee
prevailed when good friends like these (top right)
got together. Group includes Atty. Jesse B. Mann,
Fostoria G. Jones of Chicago: Emile M. O'Bee, Milwaukee mortician: Shirley Rousseau, Geri Anderson and Reginald Goodwin, all of Chicago.

•
TRIO OF MALES exchanging gay banter with their
wives are (from left) Dr. David Johnson, Dr. Homer
Wilburn, vice president and Dr. Maurice Gleason.
ANNUAL installation banquet was highlighted by guest
participation in program which followed the succulent
meal with the Galen Williams trio providing the musical
background. Vocalists were Etta Moten Barnett, singing
actress and Dr. Claudius L. Forney, Forty dub member.

PICTURESQUE wrought iron and marble stairway provided an effective frame for group (above). It's most
apparent that elaborate affair is brilliant and enjoyable.
Beaming their pleasure are (reading downward left photo above) Atty. C. C. Wimbish, Mrs. Aimbish, Mrs.
Richard A. Harewood, Mrs. Antonio M. Gassaway and
Mrs. William Y. Browne. At right (from top) Dr. Claudius L. Forney, Atty. A. M. Gassaway, Atty. R. A. Harewood and William Y. Browne.

0 ANOTHER DELIGHTFUL interlude
in the week end's social calendar was
the 8th annual "Cotton Ball- which the
Volunteer Service Guild gives annually
to replenish the linen supply to Provident
brought snowy
hospital. Some 2000,
cases, or paid
pillow
and
white sheets
n price to
admissio
$2.50
the optional
ballin
Trianon
merry
make
dance and
Defender
evening.
same
the
room later
Photographer Tony Rhoden worked
overtime to camera -record -Pink Rhapsody- as this year's ball was dubbed.

0 PROVIDENT'S PUBLIC relations director, Lutrell Palmer, jr., expresses
VSG's appreciation for her guest appearance as program highlight lo Miss
Patricia Scott of "In Town Tonight"
television renown Icenter I . -Echoing
Palmer's "Thanks, so much" are Guild
members Mary Gillette (left) and Helen
Miller past president.
•
HAPPY SMILES wreath the faces of this trio (photo above) as they chat over
enthusiastic and liberal support this yea r's Cotton Ball received. They are VSG's
dynamic president. Mrs. Earl Dean Cray. the ball's co-chairman, Mrs Anne Tyson and the hospital's executive director, Clyde Reynolds.

and Harris Gladney drop
FOR PROVIDENT'S sake guests smilingly like Gail Hunt
But who could pass up such
supply.
n
line
hospital's
the
increase
help
to
coins
charming sales plersons as this bevy. VS G members dramatized the "Pink Rhap.
sody" ball theme in pastel pink gowns. Pictured here are Maude Miller, Olga Sy
lvain. Dorothy Bowser, Colleen Pitt's, Vel- ma Crowe. Louise Williams and Mettle
Hines, chairman of this year's Cotton Ball.

